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ABSTRACT
Educational facilities for handicapped children are

examined in terms of environmental design planning and needs. The

first of four sections reports basic findings of the project Physical

Environment and Special Education: in Interdisciplinary Approach to

Research, which appraised by questionnaires and site visits the

ptesent status of special education facilities in the United States.

Presented are general findings and implications for design planning

based on data gathered relating to student integration, community and

parent involvement, the learning space, the educational program and

activities, social adjustment, observation systems, transportation,

and administrative planning. The second section focuses on planning

mechanisms and strategies from the point of view of both architects

and special educators. Some individual approaches to planning are

presented and mechanics of involving people in the planning process

are discussed. The third section contains some specific solutions to

environmental problemso with accompanying illustrative drawings. The

final section presents selected research findings related to physical

and psychological effects of environmental manipulation, research

needs, and methodologies which can be used to conduct further

research in this area. (KW)
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Stand back and look at your school; it's a pretty chiliy place. It's ceramic, in-

destructible, antiseptic, reverberating, hard, glistening, 'slippery. That's the

municipal response to the feeling that people are more evil than good, and

that children naturally (although birds won't) destroy their own nests. If you

can warm up some of these places, take the chill of the frost out of some of

the places we gather together, then maybe more people will like to be there,

in a more friendly setting, and more often.

Harold B. Gores

President, Educational

Facilities Laboratories,

New York City
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INTRODUCTION The publication of this book represents the long and active interest of The

Council for Exceptional Children in the ddvelopment of efficient and effective

educationm facilities for the instruction of handicapped children. CEC's inter-

est in this area was formalized initially by its sponsorship of a conference in

September, 1965, on the design of educational facilities for the education of

the handicapped. Following that conference a proposal to engage in research

related to special education and physical environment was developed, submit-

ted, and subsequently funded by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

That project, Physical Environment and Special Education: An Interdisciplin-

ary Approach to Research, was conducted at CEC from June, 1967 through

November, 1969. With the publication of this book, which reports much of the

project's findings, the project is concluded. However, through the CEC Infor-

mation Center, materials developed during the project as well as new items

related to this area, will be made available to interested persons.

THE PROBLEM
Urban sociologists and others who have studied the patterns associated with

the "settling in" of newly arrived groups into the city speak of the "principle

of succession." This principle states that the newest group to arriveregard-

less of ethnic origin, religious beliefs, or racial heritageoccupies the least

vakied and usually the least desirable environment. It is this same principle

which has operated for some time in regard to educational facilities for the

handicapped.

It is common knowledge that the education of handicapped children often oc-

curs in abandoned schools, churches, barely modified basements, and reno-

vated offices or custodial quarters. Gradually, as more and more handicapped

children participate in education programs, improved facilities are being

made availvble to them. However, in many cases no adaptation of the facilities

in which they are housed is made to meet theicspecial needs. In some schools

however, special wings or other specified areas of regular buildings are

planned for and used by the handicapped. And, often, in trying to meet the

needs of the more severely handicapped, special buildings totally designed for

occupancy by the handicapped have been constructed.
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Although persons responsible for the planning, design, and implementation of

these facilities have tried to improve their techniques, some problems remain.

The demand for space is critical as indicated by estimates that 31/2 million

hardicapped children are not as yet receiieing any special services. Translat-

ing this to facility demands indicates that 2,358,000 student stations or 19

percent of the total demand for education facilities in the United States is

needed for the handicapped. Another problem is releted to role expectation:

Frequently educators perceive themselves asdesigners--a job that should

be filled by the architect. Yet a third is the problem of communication be-

tween architects and educators. The educator often is unable to express educa-

tional objectives in a manner that will be understood by the architect.

Today, the basic question facing these al chitects and educators who become

involved with planning facilities for exceptionel children is: are they geing to

duplicate what has already been done, or are they çoing to sten torward and

begin to design a physical envirenment that is beeed on educational and child.

related variables? The role of the physic environment is not totally to Serve

a teacher, but rather to be availeWe as a teaching tool or catalytie agent to en-

hance the entire education process. To what degree this aoes or can occur is

not known, for the science of environmental psychology is in a primitive stage

of development. The emerging sophistication in this field must lead to in-

creased attention to the learning space as an experimental variable and its

effect on the learning process.

Recognition of the many problems related to provision of space and its design

led The Council for Exceptional Children to take an active part in determining

ways of solving these problems. Consequently, the project Physical Environ-

ment and Special Education: An InterdisciplinaryApproach to Research was

an attempt to formulate a series of research-based statements to assist both

special educators and architects in the design of appropriate environments

for special education. Composed of an architect, a special educator, and an ad-

visory panel representing the fields of architecture, special education, ad-

ministration, research, and psychology, the project staff sought to accomplish

the following objectives: To appraise the present status of special education

facilities in the United States; and to identify and develop information that



would be useful to facility planners both in terms of problem identification and

planning procedures.

It was an attempt to describe the fundamental elements for environmental

changechange which may ultimately benefit all exceptional chiidren.

THIS BOOK
During the operation of this project an extensive search of the iterature

was conducted relating to the Warming and design of education facilities for

handicapped children. The review of identified documents resulted in the pub-

lication of a reportSelected Abstracts: Physical Environment and Special

Educationpresently available from CEC. However, it was alsc learned as a

result of the review that there is very little substantive information available

to assist in the design of special education facilities. This book is intended to

help meet this need.

In keeping with this purpose the book has been designed in a manner 143 per-

mit use by a variety of persons. The first section includes a presentation of the

basic findings of the project regarding the status of educational facilities for

the handicapped. The data were obtained through the use of mailed research

questionnaires and site visits conducted in various schools across the coun-

try. The hard data cunest various considerations that must be weighed dur-

ing the planning of facilities for exceptional children. Also included in the sec-

tion on findings are conclusions and recommendations suggesting needs for

further action in this area.

The second major section of the book focuses on planning. During the opera-

tion of the project, the weaknesses of planning procedures in many districts

became apparent. For example, architects often pointed out that they are

rarely required to use their design talents and are most heavOy involved in

the generation of production drawings. At the same time, it became apparent

that educators did not know what responsibilities they had as employers of

architects. Since no research has been done on effective planning mecha-

nisms and strategies regarding this area, it was decided by the project staff

to hold a small seminar, involving architects and special educators, to develop

statements about various segments of planning. In addition to the selected
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consultants, the project staff also made recommendations. As a result the
material presented reflects a variety of views about planning. It can safely

be stated that no single approach is the "right one."

When the question of designing facilities for handicapped children was first
raised during the project, the assumption was that new facilities were being
considered. However, looking at the history of facilities for special education
indicates that often these children are placed !n housing that has been inher-
ited from earlier and now departed groups. Consequently, there is often a

need for renovation. The principles of design and planning needed for reno-
vation are the same or similar to those needed for the design of new buildings.
It is for this reason that the third section of the book, relating to specific en-
vironmental problems and solutions is included. The drawings were designed

by an architect after a number of comprehensive discussions about specific
design problems. The solutions to specific problems are somewhat abstract
and were developed without regard to the constraints of financing, time, and
individual necessity. Therefore, they must be considered only abstract ideas
which may or may not work. They are included not only as possible answers,

but to further stimulate thinking about environment.

One of the major findings of the project was that rarely does evaluation of
special education facilities take place. In fact, this statement could probably be
generalized to include all education facilities. In addition to the general paucity

of information about the effects of facilities, there is little information avail-
able about research being conducted to determine the specific impact of en-
vironment on children. Thus it is the fourth and final section of this book
which presents research findings and needs as well as methodologies that

can be used to conduct further research in this area.
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PROCEDURE
To obtain data that would answer questions relating to the present status of

special education facilities, two questionnaires were developed by the project

staffone for special education administrators and the other for teachers.

The administrator questionnaire was designed primarily to determine the

planning process and procedures applied to special education facilities, while

the teacher instrument attempted to assess the manner in which the present

facilities are used. The questionnaires were distributed by mailing packets of

five (four teacher, one administrator) instruments to the administrator in each

of the participating school districts. Each administrator was given directions

to distribute the teacher forms to persons who represented as many different

programs for exceptional children within the district as possible. Responses to

the administrator form, however, weresolicited on the basis of the single most

recently constructed or renovated school in the system which served excep-

tional children. Out of a total of 495 questionnaires sent to administrators, 331

or 66.9 percent were returned. A return rate of 53.9 percent (1,079 out of

1,898 questionnaires) was realized in the teacher sample. The total return rate

achieved was 57.4 percent or 1,410 questionnaires received from a total mail-

ing of 2,475.

it is possible that the data reflect a bias having come from situations where

there is an interest in environment and its relationship to the education of ex-

ceptional childran. The 495 districts indicated a desire to participate.

The data from the returned and usable questionnaires were placed on punch

cards for machine tabulation. Frequency counts of responses to questions

were summarized and percentages based on the total number of responses to

each item were computed. The combination of some questions which allowed

multiple responses and the failure of respondents to answer some items re-

sulted in some variance in the computed percentages. A number of questions

were open ended and thus not summarized by the computer. These responses

were hand tallied and classified.

It should be mentioned that the questionnaire data were also put to another

use. The questionnaires were analyzed by criteria developed to isolate schools

which evidenced effective planning. As the questionnaires were returned, the

Status of the Special Education Environment
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responses were matched against the predetermined criteria. From this pro-

cess, 17 potential locations for comprehensive site visits were chosen. These
sites were subjected to furth er evaluation during one day visits by the project
staff. Six sites were finally selected for intensive 3 day site visits by the project
staff and a representative of the advisory panel. Documenting and evaluating

the planning process that occurred and describing the facilities through inter-
views and photographs were the objectives of these visits.

All of the statistical data appear in the preliminary final project report, Physical
Environment and Special Education: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Research,
published in February, 1970 and available through the CEC Information Canter.

The categories used for analysis of the data are listed here along with some of
the general findings and implications for planning. The numbers in parenthe-

ses after the percentages are the actual number of respondents.

PROJECT FINDINGS
INTEGRATION. There are a number of variables to consider when deciding
where to locate facilities for special education. Among the most significant is
the desired relationship between special class and regular class children.
The decision about integration-segregation has significant implications for
school planners. In all cases except those involving the educable and train-
abie mentally retarded, the responding administrators said that integration
occurred in "all possible activities." Where specific integrated activities were
listed, the most frequently reported were physical education, assemblies,
music, lunch, and arts and crafts.

The physical environment may serve to greatly enhance or inhibit the fre-
quency of integration or segregation regardless of which is desired. Obviously,
the construction of a special education school on a site devoid of regular chil-
dren will produce the ultimate in segregation. However, a similar effect may
occur by assigning a specific space or set of spaces to exceptional children

within a school which does include nonhandicapped and handicapped chil-
dren. Special classes are often located in the basement, at the end of a wing,
in relocatable facilities; or the exceptional students are separated from the
regular children by program restrictions such as requiring special children to

4 Environmental Design; New Relevance for Special Education



eat in their own rooms, to enter or exit at a separate entrance, or to use the

same entrance as normal children, but at a different time.

If integration of exceptional and normal children is to be a goal of the edu-

cational program, then the physical and psychological environments must

be carefully planned to provide the necessary accommodations. To prepare

for integration, planners must determine where and when integration should

occur and which children and adults should be involved. For example, plan-

ners should consider that exceptional children must be able to go from one

section of the building to another to interact with regular children. This

might call for clearly marked symbols on all doors to assist retarded chil-

dren in getting to the right place. Similarly, a textured strip in the ficnr or

along the wall might help visually handicapped children progress through

the building. if physically handicapped children are to participate in all

school activities, as many architectural barriers as possible should be elim-

inated.

COMMUNITY AND PARENT INVOLVEMENT. In addition to serving chil-

dren, the school also has a relationship w:44% the parents of both normal and

exceptional children and the surrounding vmmunity. Both historic and

contemporary views of the school establish the school's responsibility for

interpreting and implementing the nature of the school's activities and pur-

poses to parents and the rest of the community. Since this activity and the

way in which it is pursued have environmental implications, the question-

naire had several items dealing with this area.

Eighty-eight percent (255) of the sampled administrators indicated that their

schools served as a total community resource* The most frequent activities

occurring after school were community meetings, sports, youth activities,

and special group use. A community's extensive use of public schools after

normal school hours suggests many items that could be considered by en-

vironmental planners. Perhaps the first is the need for a careful and sys-

tematic inquiry into the after-school use patterns of existing facilities, such

as the average size of group, frequency of group use, type of activity, neces-

sary facilities and equipment, and storage requirements. Obtaining such in-

Status of the Special Education Environment
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formation will contribute to the planner's understanding of the needed rela-
tionship between spaces.

Parents and other adults participate frequently in daytime special educa-
tion programs; 49 percent (141) of the administrawrs reported the use of
volunteers. Again, when planning, the specific task patterns of the volun-
teers need to be known in order to provide adequate operating space. Space
for volunteers and/or parents should clearly reflect the purposes of having
these persons in the school. If, for example, volunteers are to assist teach-
ers in emergency situations, then means must be provided for teachers to
contact these volunteers when necessary.

THE LEARNING SPACE. Perhaps the individual element which should re-
ceive the greatest amount of design atention is the learning space itself. It
appears from the data collected through this project that, at present, the vast
majority of special education programs use traditionally defined classrooms
as opposed to the more recent open learning space. Throughout the field of
education there is a growing awareness that the physical environment can
enhance or inhibit the daily operation of the educational program. When fa-
cilities are created to be permanent, changes in educational programing are
often prevented from occurring by inappropriate space. The net effect of
this situation is "locking in" the type of program and activities currently
used. To obtain informatkin in this area, some questions were specifically
designed to determine the relationship between the intended uses of the en-
vironment and its actual uses.

The existence of a gap between planned and actual use of the environment
was verified by &most half of the sampled teachers. Additionally, slightly
over one-fifth (20.4 percent-208) reported that some activities which oc-
curred in their classrooms should not be permitted to occur there. In order
of frequencv, those mentioned include small group physical education, in-
struction& activities, arts and crafts, and music. It becomes clear from this
data that the special education classroom is a multi-use space and yet de-
spite the changing nature of the children, program, requirements, and teach-
er, the environment remains virtually the same.

a E:r4ronmental Design:-New Relevance for Special Education



Other items in the survey were directed to the specific assets and deficien-
cies of the spaces currently being used for the education of exceptional
children. Examination of these items, particularly those which included an
opportunity for open ended comments, suggests that teachers were gen-
erally oblivious to the physical environment in which they operated. This
lack of awareness can be described as general apathy of both a positive and
negative nature about the environment. The response patterns suggest that
teachers approach the space in which they are to work as predetermined
and unalterable. Perhaps if teachers became more aware of the environ-
ment, they could better modify their own st.;,aces and would contribute
more when called upon to help Wan effective facilities.

The sampled teachers were asked initially to indicate those "architectural
aspects of your teaching space that you would consider especially helpful
in carrying out the teaching program." Analysis of the wide variety of re-
sponses suggested that the elements mentioned fall into the following cate-
gories: space; furniture, equipment, and storage:, and physical comfort. Per-
sons who propose engaging in facility plan&ng through systematic methods
must consider these three dimensions in the design of learning spaces.

One question asked teachers to describe the environmental features which
they considered especially helpful in conducting their teaching programs_
Specific items mentioned were: direct access to the outdoors; drinking
fountains in the teaching space; bathrooms adjacent to the classroom; sink
in the classroom; pleasant view to the outside; private offices for teachers.

One critical and often controversial question wilich occurs when education-
al facilities are planned is the size of the classroom or learning space. Often,
existing standards related to funding (state reimbursement formula) estab-
lish minimum, maximum, or actual size requirements. The questions, how-
ever, are whether or not a fixed'standard is ever correct and, if a standard is
fixed, for what group and over what period of time the standard should ap-
ply. It is possible that since special educators have worked in many different
kinds and sizes of spaces they can react more meaningfully to this question
than regular educators. Teachers of young trainable children operating in
an old home have remarked on the intimacy of their space, the closeness of
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the children, and the consequent possibility of controlling each one. The
same teachers with similar children who have moved to a new school with
standard size classrooms make statements about loss of control, increased
discipline problems, and more noticeable teacher fatigue. The data revealed
that between three and four of every ten sampled teachers (34.4 percent-
350) are currently operating in space which they consider too smaii. On the
other hand, 2.1 percent (21) of the sampled teachers reported that their
space was too large. The elimination of present arbitrari standards dictating
the size of learning spaces and the establishment of individually applied for-
mulas weighing the many variables involving the child, teacher, and pro-
gram are needed to yield a more usable educational environment.

The effectiveness of a space is dependent not only upon its size, but also
upon its usability. Responses to items questioning usability reveal a need for
flexible space, a space which can support the simultaneous or single oper-
ation of a variety of activities, groups, and equipment. The responding
teacher sample indicated that through the use of relocatable walls, parti-
tions, furniture, and equipment, attempts were made to provide for flexibili-
ty. The "ability to divide space into two or more spaces" through the use of
such devices was reported by 25.9 percent (264) of the sampled teachers.
Of this group only 15.6 percent (159) had relocatable walls. The remainder
were required to use other equipment to achieve this same end. Almost 30
percent (301) of the responding teachers established special semiperma-
nent activity areas in their classrooms which were used for arts and crafts,
libraries, and resource and media centers. About a fifth of the teachers (19.4
percent-198) reported that small permanent spaces immediately adjacent
to their classrooms were provided for special purposes.

The usability of a space is also directly related to the quality and quantity of
the furniture and equipment that is available within it. Over a fifth (22.1 per-
cent-225) of the teachers reported that the furniture available in their class-
rooms was inappropriate. There was a frequently stated request for home-
like furniture. Again, about a fifth of the sampled teachers reported inade-
quate chalkboards (19.2 percent-195) and tackboards (20.3 percent-207).
Frequent mt)ntion was made of the need for sinks, mirrors, display areas, inter-
nal communication systems, and additional electrical outlets.

8 Environmital esign: New Relevance tor Special Education



It is well known that today's school planners are required to design a physical
environment which will permit the greatest use of current and future techno-
logical-educational devices. The present approach to the utilization of this in-
structional equipment, as indicated in the questionnaire data, is that of purchas-r

ing highly portable equipment and providing central storage space for it.

Recognizing that this pattern is changing since this equipment is extensively
used with individual groups of exceptional children, the questionnaire investi-
gated what equipment was purchased and where it was stored. As indicated
in the data, the only device permanently available in more than half (66.3 per-
cent-675) of the reported classrooms is a record player. Permanent projec-
tion screens, headsets and receivers, tape recorders, and filmstrip projectors
were available in about a quarter of the reported classrooms. The only instruc-
tional device available in less than approximately a fifth of the sampled schools
was computer assisted instructional equipment. The data reveal a trend to
store instructional equipment centrally and make it available on a teacher re-

quest basis.

While it is apparent that much of the instructional equipment is generally used
by most of the sampled teachers at some time, other more specialized equip-
ment is used for children with learning disabilities, the physically handicapped,
and the visually handicapped and is stored in the classroom. A somewhat sur-
prising fir_ling was that teachers of hearing handicapped children reported that

specialized equipment for these children is often found in central depositories
rather than in classrooms.

To use equipment stored in a central storage area most effectively, the teacher

must have fairly easy access to it. A question asking how much time was re-
quired for teachers to reach the room where audiovisual equipment was stored
indicated that almost 60 percent (609) of them could get to that space in 2 min-

utes or less. Interestingly, 133 teachers (13.1 percent) of the sample required

more than 5 minutes to reach the equipment.

Planners of facilities for special education must be aware of the needs for and
I IRAQ nf thA vact array (If instructional eauipment now available. Use of this
equipment requires, in addition to adequate electrical sem-Tab-and central
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age areas, efficient and effective classroom storage. When the storage capacity
present in classrooms is inadequate, as was reported by 38 percent (387) of the
teachers sampled, use of instructional materials is more difficult.

Frequently, cabinets, book shelves, and other storage units placed in class-
rooms are of uniform size, quite unlike the teaching materials used in special
education ciassrooms. Too often storage units are too deep and/or too high to
permit teachers rapid access to needed materials. Consequently, there is a
need for storage capacity which accommodates materials and equipment of dif-
fering sizes and frequencies of use.

Also of importance are the provisions made for children's access to stored ma-
terials and equipment. If such access is desired, then the height, depth, and lo-
cation of the units, as well as the types of closing or locking devices, should be
considered. Educational objectives should affect the decisions in this area. If,
for example, the development of independence is to be stressed, easy child ac-

cess to the storage area can contribute to the realization of the objective.

Another storage problem frequently seen in special education programs, espe-
cially those for physically handicapped children, is related to the many types of
mobility devices. In such programs, it is not uncommon for wheelchairs, crutch-
es, standing tables, and walking frames to be used. Because of changing activity
schedules there are times during the day when some of this equiprnont must be
stored to insure the children's maximum mobility and safety. The most effec-
tive solution might be designing storage space specifically for the out-of-use
equipment. Somewhere in the building there should be a large enough storage
space for equipment not in use. Without such a space, unused furniture, left in
classrooms or corridors, takes up valuable space and often produces serious
safety hazards.

Teacher and child physical comfort, as indicated earlier, are elements of the en-
vironment considered especially important by teachers. Because classes for ex-
ceptional children are frequently located in renovated or reconditioned spaces,
this need is often overlooked. Because of their handicaps, exceptional children
may create special comfort demands. Physically handicapped or hyperactive
children may, because of frequent or uncontrollable physical movements, need
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generally cooler temperatures. Visually handicapped children always require
adequate lighting, but under some conditions may also need specialized illumi-
nation. Hearing handicapped children always require the best acoustical
conditions possible.

A deficiency most frequently reported by the sampled teachers was an in-
adequate cooling system (27.5 percent-280). These teachers mentioned that
the absence of adequate cooling directly affected the functioning of large
group and physical activities as well as individual study and concentration.
Fewer teachers reported heating system inadsquacies (17.9 percent--182),
but tho6e who did indicated that the primary activities adversely affected
were study and concentration.

More than four out of every ten teachers (43.5 percent-433) responding to
the questionnaire indicated that their teaching spaces were not free from
extraneous noises during the school day. The types of noise reported seemed
to emanate from two distinct areas. First were those noises generated in
and on the school site: in order of frequency, the playground, the corridors,
and other classrooms, including the gymnasium and cafeteria. The second
group of noises were those from beyond the boundaries of the school. These
noises, in order of mentioned frequency, were street traffic, industrial
noise, trains and airplanes, and construction. Major activities affected by
the noise included study and concentration, oral communication, large group
music, and quiet nctivities.

With increasing frequency, attempts are being made to control the acoustic
environment through the use of tile, carpeting, curtains, and other devices.
Of these measures, acoustically tiled walls were most often available as re-
ported by 38 percent of the teachers sampled. Almost 30 percent (303) of the
teachers indicated that carpeting is being used in their schools.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. A section of the questionnaire was devoted to
obtaining information about specific types of activities occurring in most
programs for handicapped children. Over half of the responding teachers
(59.1 percent-602) reported grouping their students for instruction in at
least one academic area. That practice is interesting in view of the fact that
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only 12.4 percent of the teachers were located in rooms originally designed
to promote grouping. Almost half (48.8 percent-497) of the sampled teach-
ers also indicated that when they devised grouping schedules, more than
one group worked at a time. Such instructional practice suggests that some
thought should be given to enabling individual groups to work as privately as
possible without visual or auditory disturbances from other groups through
the use of easily moved barriers.

Many teachers, ranging from 37.9 percent (386) in social studies to 74.8
percent (761) in arithmetic, work with their children on a one-to-one basis.
The use of this techniqueplus the indication that an average of about a fifth
(19.9 percent-196) of the respondents isolated specific areas of the room
for independent work, for creative efforts by the children, for child isola-
tion for rest, discipline, or other purposesunderscores the need for the
environment to allow the creation of small group or individual activity
spaces. Again, the frequency of each of these instructional arrangements,
the numbers of persons involved, and the need for rapid movement to and
from spaces is information which should be obtained prior to the develop-
ment of a building design.

From the data received through this survey, it can be reported that approxi-
mately 7 or 8 of every 10 exceptional children were exposed to instruction
in social studies, arithmetic, language, reading, and science. In most in-
stances, these subjects were taught within the confines of a self contained
classroom.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Slightly over half (54 percent 554) of the teachers
ir this sample gave instruction and held physical education activities in spaces
specifically designed for this purpose. However, a gymnasium or another
space used exclusively for physical education was available in only 41.6 per-
cent (423) of the responding cases.

Attempts were also made to obtain specific information about the nature of
the physical education program. Approximately a quarter of the responding
teachers worked in school plants which included facilities for swimming.
Despite Ow availability or absence of spaces for physical education activities,
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52 percent (529) of the responding teachers indicated that they conducted

some physical education activity in their classroom spaces. The teachers

were asked to list the physical education activities conducted in their class-

rooms. The most frequently conducted activity was related to developing or

maintaining the physical fitness of the children. Games, coordination activi-

ties, sensory-motor training, and dance were the next types most frequently

mentioned while special activities and leisure activities were least often men-

tioned. Almost the same order and breakdown occurred when the teachers

described the total range of activities in the entire physical education

program.

MUSIC. Almost half (47.2 percent-481) of the sampled teachers indicated

that they do not teach music in their classrooms. Of the teachers who did, 15

percent (153) used a specific place for this instruction because of the location

of pianos and other musical equipment. Fifty-three percent (545) of the

sampled teachers grouped the children when teaching music, while 2.4 per-

cent (24) worked with the children individually during music instruction.

Twenty-one percent (214) of the teachers employed in buildings with music

rooms reported that that was where music activities occurred.

ART. In 38.7 percent (394) of the sample, a school arts and crafts room was

available for use by exceptional children. However, 64.2 percent (654) of

the responding teachers reported that they conducted instruction in this

area within the confines of their own classroom. Of that group 17.3 per-

cent (176) repeatedly utilized a specific portion of the classroom for these

activities, generally for reasons of convenience or the location of neces-

sary equipment. Storage of materials for arts and crafts activities was re-

ported a difficult problem by 41.4 percent (421) of the sample population.

DRAMATIC ARTS. Auditoriums, multipurpose rooms, lunchrooms, play-

rooms, and an assortment of other spaces served as locations for dra-

matic arts activities. About 12 percent (118) of the sampled teachers worked

in schools with rooms especially designed for the dramatic arts. Similarly,

a small number of classrooms (8.2 percent--83) were supplied with special

equipment or furnishings related to conducting dramatic arts activities.
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SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT. Approximately one-third of the sampled teachers
had private space or a similar area available in their classrooms. These
were used for a variety of purposes, including, in order of frequency,
teacher determined isolation, child determined isolation, discipline, rest,
instruction, observation, and storage. Of the responding teachers located
in classrooms without such spaces, 24.2 percent (246) of the sample indi-
cated that similarly used spaces were available elsewhere in the building.
Only about a fifth (20.2 percent-206) of the teachers were able to observe
children occupying the private spaces.

OBSERVATION SYSTEMS. With the heavy emphasis that is now being
placed on the educational and behavioral diagnosis of exceptional children,
there is an awareness that more opportunities to observe the children
are needed. Teachers were asked, therefore, what kinds of observation
systems are now being used and how often these systems are used. Fewer
than four of every ten special education classrooms had observation facili-
ties. In approximately half of the programs utilizing closed circuit television
systems, a formal relationship was maintained with university teacher
preparation programs.

While no hard data were obtained about the adequacy or inadequacy of any
of these systems, the project site visits yielded some observations. One-way
vision windows were frequently placed in the wall between the corridor
and classroom. Often when this situation existed, no equipment was pro-
vided for hearing what was occurring in the classroom and no seating
was available for extended observation. When specific observation rooms
were provided, the audio equipment was frequently broken. In addition,
the spaces were located between two classrooms and were designed to ac-
commodate only three or four persons. Often, resourceful teachers with
storage problems had converted these infrequently used observation
rooms into storage annexes. The presence of stored materials made access
to the observation area difficult and also led to the interruption of observa-
tion sessions when children, aides, or the teacher entered to obtain stored
items.
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To minimize interruptions in observation rooms, a signal lamp which

lights when the room is in use could be located above the door. Depending

upon the feelings of the teachers and administrators in a particular school,

some thought should be given to providing a signaling device to let the class-

room teacher know when he is being viewed. Window shades could be

mounted over the observation room's window to give the teacher the op-

tion of allowing no observation at certain times.

Two common approaches, the use of one-way windows in classroom doors

and the provision of an observation area which can only be entered from

within the classroom, have proven ineffective. The first approach allows

only one viewer at a time and offers no audio capabilities. In addition, cor-

ridor traffic is a constant distraction. When the observer can only enter

the viewing space through the classroom, the class is informed that they

are to be watched, and many of the purposes of observation are defeated.

TRANSPORTATION. One area which is often given insufficient attention is

provision of adequate facilities and equipment for the arrival and departure

of the students. It was learned from the questionnaires directed to the ad-

ministrators that 72.9 percent (210) of these administrators' programs
involved providing transportation for some exceptional children. Addi-

tionally, slightly under half (46.2 percent-133) of the responding adminis-

trators indicated that the transportation system used for exceptional chil-

dren was different from that provided for children enrolled in the regular

program.

Solving the problenis associated with this area of school facilities involves

consideration of many elements. At the head of the list is the circulation pat-

tern of children and vehicles. In many schools, a large number of vehicles

are employed to carry children to and from school. If all these vehicles ar-

rived at one time a serious safety hazard could be created if some children

were unloaded on the vehicular area while other vehicles, which had dis-

charged children, were moving to their next destination. The establish-

ment of an arrival and departure schedule, which des.ignates circular drive

areas or one-way drive patterns restri,;ting unloading to one area, might
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help solve the chaotic situation previously described. Planners should also
recognize that a wide variety of vehicles are used to transport exceptional
children to school. Station wagons, taxis, and private autos, in addition to
school buses of various sizes, are used. This situation requires that the un-
loading and loading areas be suitable for these vehicles.

PLANNING (ADMINISTRATOR DATA). Throughout this project, investiga-
tion of the planning process used to develop special education facilities was
emphasized. As a result, considerable attention was directed to this area on
the questionnaires sent to administrators. The responding administrators
answered the questions in terrrts of their most recent plannng.

The first series of questions were concerned with identifying those per-
sons involved in the planning process and the sequential manner in which
this invoIvement occurred. It has been suggested that to obtain the best
building product both the chief administrator and the architect should be
hired as early as possib;e in the planning stage. The data indicate that this
situation occurred in fewer than half of the sampled situations. In 130 (45.1
percent) of the sampled situations, the administrator of the proposed build-
ing was assigned prior to the determination of the requirements of the
building. Almost all of those persons so assigned were consulted during the
preparation of the building requirements. In 42.7 percent (123) ot the
sample, it was indicated that architects had been assigned prior to the de-
termination of the program requirements.

The project staff hypothesized that persons representing various fields
would be involved in school planning through assignment to formal commit-
tees. The data revealed, however, that if planning committees were formed,
they were most frequently informal with no fixed meeting schedules, data
collection devices, or reporting mechanisms. Slightly over 28 percent (81)
of the administrators sampled utilized formal committees, while 43.1 per-
cent (124) did not create them and 26.7 percent (77) did not know whether
such committees were or were not used. That many types of persons were
involved is indicated in the following table:
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Persons Involved in SpecialEducation Facility Planning

Percent of Number of

Discipline Admin. Responding Admin. Responding

Architect 66.7 192

Teachers 48.3 139

Educational evaluation group 20.8 60

Physicians or nurses 17.4 50

Parents 14.6 42

Citizen committee 38

Materials specialist 1 0.4 30

The following list indicates persons .;,z)nsulted in the development of special

education facility plans:

Persons Consulted for Planning

Percent of Number of

Persons Consulted Admin. Responding Admin. Responding

Administrator responsible
for planning 18.8 54

Director of speeal education 14.9 43

Building comm ittee 14.9 43

Superintendent of schools 13.9 40

Teachers 13.9 40

Board of education 11.1 32

Special education admin-
istrative staff 10.8 31

The data further indicated that in 31.3 percent (90) of the sample, the spe-

cial education teaching staff was given periodic opportunities to meet with

the architect and present their points of view about the facility needs.

Questions about the types of investigations conducted prior to the planning

of the building were also asked. The data received are presented below:
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Preliminary Investigations Prior to Planning

Type of Preliminary Percent of Number of
Investigation Admin. Responding Admin. Responding

Population analysis 50.3 145
Topological analysis 44.1 127
Zoning analysis 41.4 122
Transportation analysis 41 .7 120
Economic analysis 35.4 102
Climatological analysis 19.8 57

Additional items asked about what sources of information were tapped to
obtain information relative to the location and planning of the building. A
variety of agencies considered to possess such information were listed and
the responses are listed below:

Sources of Information for Special Education Facility Planning

Percent of Number of
City or County Agencies Admin. Responding Admin. Responding
Health agency 29.2 84
Planning department 22.2 64
Welfare department 13.5 39
Utilities comm ission 10.0 29
Department of sanitation 9.0 26
Department of roads and

highways 8.0 23
Urban renewal or redevel-

opment agency 7.3 21

Chamber of commerce 5.9 17
Transit authority 4.2 12
Housing authority 3.8 11

Questions were also asked about evaluation of the completed building. Ap-
proximately a quarter of the sample (25.7 percent-74) responded that
either teachers or administrators were asked to make an evaluation of the
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building after it was completed. It appears from the data that where such
evaluations occurred, they were informal. The persons preparing the
evaluation devices or procedureb varied from the building consultant to the
board of education. It appears that districts engaged in evaluation of facili-
ties did so to obtain additional information for planning other buildings. Of
the sample, 26.4 percent (76), or about the same number who conducted
such evaluations, indicated that they made use of evaluative material in con-
tinued facility planning.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
With the growth of educational services being provided to handicapped
children, there is a corresponding demand for adequate physical facilities
to house these programs. At present, and based on the findings of the
project, it is clear that the majority of facilities being used for special educa-
tion were not originally planned for that purpose. Consequently, the pro-

grams within those facilities operate in spite of the environment rather
than in response to it. Such a situation in older schools is understandable,
but a similar situation in many schools currently being constructed for
handicapped children is not. Because of these recurring failures, the
authors wish to present a series of recommendations for action in the
areas of training, research, and government.

TRAINING. During the project, numerous visits and conversations occured
with teachers regarding the physical environments in which they worked.

It became apparent that the majority of these teachers felt that the design

and furnishings of their working spaces were predetermined and totally

out of their hands. This fact is not entirely accurate, but has immediate im-

plications for the training of teachers.

First, minor modifications in the teacher's own working space can markedly

improve the environment and ultimately the program. Excessively rever-
berating sound due to many hard surfaces can be reduced by the addition of
curtains, drapes, or strips of burlap placed around the room. The addition of

a throw rug can creaZe the space for quiet activities such as storytelling,
creative dramatics, and counseling. To make maximum use of the environ-
ment, teachers and aides should be sensitized to the concept of envir9n-
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ment as a definite factor in enhancing the operation of the program. Such
sensitization is required more than ever today, for the trend in the design of
educational facilities is toward open space and undefined areas.

Secondly, in the past, as indicated by the data collected during this project,
teachers have often been denied the opportunity to participate in the plan-
ning of the school buildings in which they work. This situation was docu-
mented by the site visits to schools where insufficient storage, single sized
furniture, and divider walls that were somehow never used were in evi-
dence. Numerous other examples of the lack of relationship between
schools and teachers' programs can be cited, but the point is that teachers
must become more involved in the facility planning process to develop better
schools.

Usually when school buildings are completed, the architect disappears from
the scene and vague, subjective staff comments about the building provide
the only evaluation. Since no school building is perfect and many have ex-
cellent features which could be duplicated in new construction, there is a
need for staff evaluation of school buildings. Again, training educational
practitioners to be aware of what the environment is and what it could be
is fundamental to effective evaluation.

All of the above comments are applicable to the training of educational
administrators as well. Obviously, the leaders of the planning process must
recognize the potential of the environment. Further, they must understand
what is involved in developing plans for a school building, particularly with
regard to the involvement of the community, local staff,, and the architect.
It is required that the administrator be aware of what the architect's re-
sponsibilities are in the planning and design of the building. Too often
special educators who have had very little experience in the design of
facilities do not expect enough from architects and, as a result, develop
and accept ineffective buildings. Since the architect and the educator do
not speak the same language and often have different motivations, the edu-
cators must inform the architect about the demands which are going to be
placed on the structure. The demands must be stated explicitly point by
point, area by area, purpose by purpose. The educator must make the deci-
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sions which will affect the nature of the building being designed. If the edu-

cator fails to do this, then the architect makes educational decisions.

Educational administrators need to be taught how to conimunicate with
architects. If the architect did nothing but design special education buildings,

then he alone would be most competent to make all the environmental deci-

sions. However, architects work one week on a bank, another week on a

laundromat, another week on a school. Therefore, educators must state

their requirements and rule on the decisions.

RESEARCH. As a result of the project's activities, three areas for re-

search efforts can be suggested. The first two, evaluating facility planning

and measuring the effective use of the environment, are of immediate prac-

tical concern while the third, assessing the relationship between man and

the physical environment is somewhat esoteric. The only reasons that the

last area does not yet have practical application are that the body of knowl-

edge currently available is limited and that there are methodological dif-

ficulties. As more research is done in this area and the results are trans-

lated into the practical domain, better facilities will i)e developed.

Of more immediate benefit to special educators would be an evaluation of

the ways special education facilities are used. Administrators and teachers

often begin planning an environment with little idea of how space is used.

For example, how often what number of children come together with how

many adults in what spaces are questions which need to be asked during

planning. What types of storage compartments are most used or what

furniture is most adaptable to the many needs of handicapped children are

some others. The answers to these and many other questions can be used

by the planners to develop bulldings where space is utilized most effectively.

Planners should use the method to develop specific elements in a specific

building rather than to produce comprehensive plans for all special edu-

cation facilities.

GOVERNMENT. As the demand for special education.facilities increases, so

does the demand for funds to support such efforts. The inability of local school

districts to finance capital improvements is a problem which need not be re-
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stated here. State authorities, therefore, will have a larger part in funding
such buildings. Unfortunately, there is as yet insufficient state money avail-
able for this purpose. Perhaps the federal government has a role to play in
providing some of this financial support, particularly for the development of
model programs in modern facilities.

It is acknowledged that when funds are granted by state or federal authorities,
the problem of concomitant restrictions is present. Unfortunately these restrict
dons often prevent the facility design from effectively meeting the program
goals of the local agency. This is particularly true regarding state policies
concerning specific numbers of children in certain spaces and arbitrary square
feet formulas. These codes limit the designer's ability in developing a new and
possibly more effective environment.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter is a conglomerate of ideas from 10 individuals who represent

the professions of architecture and special education. All have an interest in

special education facilities, A number of individual approaches to planning are

indicated and in some cases, the mechanics of involving people in the planning

process are discussed. Because the information is presented as stated by

these persons, there may be concepts and points which appear to be in con-

flict. These were intentional. As yet, there is no one way to plan special educa-

tion facilities.

AN APPROACH TO PLANNING
Education is largely an interpersonal enterprise. The teacher teaches, the

child interacts; the peer group teaches, the child interacts. But teaching and

interaction do not occur in a vacuum. There is a physical structure called a

school to which all children come and which plays a part in determining the

effectiveness, efficiency, and scope of what is taught and what is learned.

While the interpersonal and interactional aspects of the teaching-learning

process are primary, far too little attention has been paid to the physical

setting in which it occurs. If this is true for normal children in regular class-

rooms, it is even more true for exceptional children.

These childrenall childrenlearn because they are accurate and thorough

explorers of their physical environment. They look, listen, touch, and taste in

this process, and engage in a multitude of motor activ it3. Limitation due to

sensory-motor deficits will affect the range and efficiency of a child's explore-

tory efforts as will perceptual inadequacy and emotional problems such as

fearfulness, withdrawal, and destructiveness. As the child explores his physi-

cal environment he acquires knowledge about it and develops skill in in-

teracting with it. Exceptional children vary in terms of their range of ex-

perience in the environment and their capacity and functioning in relation

to it. These strengths and weaknesses need to be considered in planning

any special education program.

Teaching children who are handicapped in sensory, motor, intellectual, and

behavioral areas demands something extra from the teacher. Likewise, pro-

viding an optimal physical environment in which such teaching may take place
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demands something extra of those who plan, designt and execute school facil-

ities. While the teacher cannot alter basic capacities for vision, hearing, mo-

tor behavior, and intelligence, she can control aspects of the child's experi-

ence, provide opportunities for learning, and enhance functioning in many

respects.

The special educator and the architect must be concerned with the child's

competence and attitude. Competence is a composite characteristic resulting

from innate capacity, previous experience and opportunity to learn, and pres-

ent functioning level. Attitude is also a result of experience. Exceptional chil-

dren, particularly the emotionally disturbed who have been frpstrated and

rejected in school, often become negatively conditioned or oriented toward

school and learning. Learning becomes negative when the experience of

school is repeatedly paired with failure, criticism, fear, and anxiety. In at-

tempting to change a child's negative attitude toward school and learning, it

is useful to create as unique a learning environment as possible. In this envi-

ronment the child's previous attitude and associations with school just don't

fit.

Some of the following questions might be useful in the planning stages. The

questions are asked within the framework of preacademic, exploratory, so-

cial, and academic categories.*

PREACADEMIC
How can we get exceptional children to increase their attention to learning

tasksnn this regard the following questions arise:
What is the relationship between wall color, presence of display boards,

chalkboards, materials stored out in the open on tables, and the attention

of la lous Rxceptional children?
Are viudy carrels conducive to attention and control of distraction or do

they foster isolation and daydreaming?
Would closed study "oifices" in which both visual and auditory stimuli are

* For additional information about these categories see Hewett, Frank E.,

The Educationally Disturbed Child in the Classroom, Boston: Allyn and Bacon,

1968.
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screened out facilitate attention or are problems apt to arise with super-
vision?

Should classroom windows be opaque or excluded altogether, or should the
room open out through a wall of glass to a garden patio area?

--Do carpets reduce noise level so that attention is fostered?
Will movable walls make "instant" class size alteration possible so that small

groups may be set up away from the larger class and thus improve atten-
tion?
Should activity centers and materials be hidden from view to reduce dis-
traction?

Will separation of children by means of individual work tables lessen dis-
tractibility and disruption?
Should student storage of books and materials be centralized (e.g. tote bins)
or kept at individual desks? Or should all materials be kept on the desk with
studeots assigned to keep them neat and orderly as part of the learning ex-
perience? Or will this be distracting?
Should the teacher arrange the room so that her visibility is maximized
during lessons and so that she is in close proximity to all students at all
times?

How can we facilitate motor and verbal responding at the preacademic level?
The following questions arise:

Will teaching machines and/or tape recorders encourage responding with
resistant students who dislike written work or oral class participation?
Should these be built within the room or housed in a separate area?
Will individual pupil work stations monitored by a central switchboard at
the teacher's desk and use of headphones and recorded lessons aid in
getting pupils to respond?
Will use of slide projector presentation encourage participation by stu-
dents, and where can projector and screen be located for easy access?
Are individual slide projectors or 8 mm film loop projectors useful? Where
should they be placed and stored?

How can the room be arranged so that in-room traffic creates minimum
distraction? (pencil sharpeners, drinking fountains, toilet facilities, class
supply storage)
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Where can braille and language development materials be stored?

What about maintaining order and routine in the classroom?

What type of visual bulletin boards can be installed for presentation of class-

room schedules?
Is a "time out" room or area useful to allow disruptive students a "cooling

off" period? Should this be outside the classroom?

What options for controlling disruptive behavior can be provided by means of

facilities?
Should cupboards be locked to control student access or should materials

be freely displayed?
Should the teacher forego an individual desk and maintain a "roving rela-

tionship" to students or should a well defined teacher desk area be estab-

lished with students called up to work in it?

Do large open classrooms foster more acting out behavior than small,

screened off areas? Can a room be so flexible that the teacher can create a

full range of instructional settingsteacher-class, teacher-small 9roup,

child independent in booth, teacher-child tutorial?
What type of desk surfaces, floor coverings, and wall coverings discour-

age destructiveness or defacing?
Should desks and chairs be bolted to the floor?

What acoustical treatments will enable children to hold group discussions

without distracting others?
--Should drinking fountains and toilets adjoin the classroom or be in the

halls?

EXPLORATORY
In providing opportunities for accurate and thorough exploration of the

environment the following should be considered:

What about housing animals, fish tanks, and science apparatus in the

room? Is a ventilation hood a good idea to remove odors and handle

paint fumes? What about storage space for equipment?

How should floor coverings differ in exploratory areas where spillage

of water, paint, and other liquids may be inevitable?
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Should space be provided for gross locomotor activities (e.g. ladder

climbing, rail walking, trampoline jumping, tunnel crawling)?
How about construction areas for woodworking? What about safety
factors?
Should large boxes and blocks be provided for creative play?

What about kitchen and home living facilities for cooking, ironing, sew-
ing, bedmaking, toilet training, cleaning, vacuuming, and eating? Are
these best placed in a separate room or included in part of the class-
rnnm7

How will floor and wall textures, color, and spatial arrangements con-
tribute to the child's*knowledge of the world around him and aid him
in moving through the classroom environment?
What playground equipment will foster interesting and creative play?
Is this best placed away from or in close proximity to the classroom?
Can activities be provided to allow the child to "let off steam" (e.g.
punching bag, swings, rope jumping, running, turning somersaults) and

not create problems of teacher supervision?
Should a quiet rest area with a cot be in the ciassroom if a child is

overly tired?
If high interest activities (e.g. record player, slot car racing, model

building) are used as reinforcers when the child completes a certain
number of academic tasks, should these be in the room or in a separate

area? What about supervision?

SOCIAL
How can the physical environment support improved interaction among

students?
What about the seating arrangement? Should desks be shared or

separated?
How can communication areas be set up so two or more children can

share a listening post, a game table, an art or science activity?
Where can group discussion be held? How can seating arrangement

facilitate verbal participation and cooperation?

ACADEMIC
Much of the material presented earlier bears on teaching academic skills.

In addition:
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Where can visual instruction of groups be done best? What about chalk-

board colors, teaching aids?
Where should books be stored? Can attractive library areas be set up

to encourage reading? Should a book shelf be set up by the door with

pocket books the child can borrow as he learns to read?

How should academic work be displayed in the room? Should there be

display tables, showcases, or builetin.boards for student work?
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AN APPROACH TO PLANNING

The physical environment of a school, where pupils find themselves

through no choice of their own, is a most critical area in need of review,

modification, and, in some cases, total change. What is needed is a reexami-

nation of the architecture of the school dayor in fact the school year.

There is a decreasing need for continuing with the same kind of time struc-

ture over a 12 year period. The concept of a youngster attending school

from 8:30 Monday until 3:30 Friday afternoon with a large amount of home-

work needs to be questioned. This, of course, implies a change of program.

But it also calls into question architectural permanence as a detriment to

the total structure of educational programing for the handicapped. Or

stated another wayis not architectural mobility becoming more and more

the necessary attribute to the nature and process of successful educational

programing which will account for both the housing and learning needs

of children over a period of years?

Mobilityflexibilityof program and structure is necessary if one takes

into account and plans for both human processes and program dimensions

such as population shifts; temporary mobility; increasingly surfacing feel-

ings of anger; the predetermination of programs for pupils in the absence

of pupil and parent participation; and the cyclical economics of a city, coun-

ty, or region. All of these factors have a direct influence upon the capa-

bilities as well as the limitations of educational programs.

Modifications for elementary and secondary school planseven those

which represent the most current and modern planningmust take into

account a major direction today in the field of special education to include

rather than to exclude handicapped pupils. There needs to be a closer

relationship between pupils, teachers, and administrative staffs. But on

many fronts a dichotomy continues to widen. Decisions being made which

affect the K-12 facilities and environment must, however, relate directly

to the physical and educational environments for handicapped pupils.

Those people making decisions relative to physical facilities for handicapped

children must have a direct input into the central structure of their system.

A particularly successful way of achieving this kind of internal communica-
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tion is to demonstrate that the kind of creative planning and programing
which maximizes the educational process for special education pupils has

a direct relationship toward improving educational processes for all

pupils.

If it is reasonable to assume that a facility should represent, at the broadest
level, what it may be possible for a child to become, then it is clear that the
facility has to be viewed as a "process" with its own dynamic, alive, and
changeable characteristics. It is reasonable to assume further that since
children, and in particular handicapped children, similarly have these
changeable characteristics, then the human qualities may either be en-
hanced or limited as a result of the physical environment where they
spend approximately 1,000 hours each year. Not only is facility development
a process, but the concept of the facility must be a basic philosophical con-

cept held in the minds of those involved in the planning stages.

The question must be asked if it is feasibie to spend large sums of money on
permanent facilities which by their very nature symbolize values and phi-

losophies in direct conflict with the feelings of the people whom these
facilities are supposed to serve and to benefit? The value of architectural
units, of physical facilities, which can be more closely associated with a
youngster's neighborhood, his home, and his immediate peer group is

apparent.

It is generally true that it is much easier to talk about "hardware"in-
structional materials, furnitufe, equipmentthan it is to discuss the pro-

cesses of learning. The leadership charged with the responsibility for
coordinating planning of a new facility will have to reorient from time to
time the groups' thinking toward learning, instruction, and curriculum.
Of the many committee meetings that were held in our own school dis-
trict in the past 2 years in planning for the development of a new facility
for trainable children, this probably was one of the most difficult tasks
and the one which became the most frustratingto get the'group oriented
toward the processes of what is to occur in the child's mind and hence in
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the teacher's instructional field. For after all, the ultimate purpose of
education should be to "liberate the child's mind."*

THE PLANNERS
As a beginning step in the process of facility development, it is important
to emphasize the necessity of involving people in the planning process who
represent a variety of interest and responsibility levels. In the past,
central administrative personnel within school systems have frequently
been hesitant to involve teaching faculties, representative parent groups,
and other neighborhood and community leadership personnel in this pro-
cess. Hopefully, the trend is toward more comprehensive involvement of
these levels of people in the planning process. The importance of ineuding
teachers, assistants, aidesin fact all levels of paraprofessional personnel
who will be relating to instructional programs in the planning process
cannot be stressed enough.

The group of people who might have the most informative and productive
things to say about a school's physical structure and environment are the
pupils themselves. It might be most worthwhile to sample an adult or school
age population of the deaf, the blind, the physically handicapped, or mental-
ly retarded to seek their opinions, evaluations, and recommendations for
changes in the physical environment.

One of the major concerns of urban minorities is that they feel they have
little opportunity for input, for recognition of their needs, or of their
rights. In reality their feeling is that they are not viewed with any sub-
stantial degree of sincerityas having significant, helpful, or meaningful
input into the environment in which they live. Therefore the planning pro-
cess should include segments of all the populations served by the facility.
It is also desirable that student leadership itself be permitted to guide and
develop student committee meetings around the topic of physical environ-
ment and educational programing.

* Matthew J. Trippe, University of Michigan, informal conversation.
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Congruently, it seems reasonable to suggest that parents be allowed to

develop group thinking and convibute recommendations. It is clear that

a common thread of coordination has to function through all of the levels

of the planning process. From the standpoint of final responsibility, the

coordination has to stem from sources within the school system itself.

The process of facility development is contingent upon an almost infinite

variety of factors. Within the framework of special facilities for handi-

capped youngsters, one of the most crucial of these factors is the very

limited knowledge existing about the process of achieving goals and objec-

tives for populations of handicapped children. Educators have difficulty

in defining specific goals and objectives to serve as a frame of reference

for physical and architectural aspects. The reason is that few planning

bodies or groups are able to look beyond the initial completion stage of the

facility to the point where the progr3m actually becomes operationalin
other words, the architecture of implementation.

The internal instructional and curricilum relationships exhibit barriers

to the extent that there may be little constructive contact between the two

pupil populationsregular and special education studentsand the teach-

ing faculties. If in the planning process a design for the physical architec-

ture could decrease the psychological and attitudinal architectural bar-

riers, an extremely important and positive step will have been accom-
plished. One of the points that this kind of problem brings to mind is the

importance of involving several different levels of people in the planning
processall of them having a chance to meet with the architectural staff
prior to designing any given facility. It is probably rare that an educational

central office staff has made it possible for an architect to sit down with

groups of pupils and teachers.

In order to achieve maximum results, it is important to take into account

the consumer and his iiiherent needs to be involved, to take into account a

time sequence or time calendar which would allow for the innumerable

problems and solution-designed questions which will have to be answered.

Depending upon the size of the system developing the facility, there will be

a greater (or iesEer) number of bases to be touchedincluding divisions or
departments of instruction and curriculum, pupil personnel services,
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educational research and evaluation, school-community relations, long
range planning, federally funded or categorically aided programs, a
principal's group, a teacher's groupall of these directly related to the
school system itself. In addition, representing various degrees of involve-
ment, there will be the State Department of Public Instruction, numerous
community and peer groups, such as local associations representing
various handicapped groups, vocational rehabihation, the health depart-
ment and its various divisions of child health services including mental
health, and nursing and pediatric services. It may also be necessary to have
a number of consultative sessions with other government agencies. The
process of facility planning and development will encompass a majority
of these areas. Complete and total agreement cannot be expected and should
not be anticipated. Compromises, thinking, "calling time out" specific task
descriptions, and roles to be performed are but a part of numerous oc-
currences to be expected.

The overall committee representation should reflect a balance of interests;
it should reflect the power structure of the community; it should reflect
innovative and creative elements of the educational and parent communi-
ties. It is clear then that the leadership itself must reflect sensitivity and
awareness as well as the psychological and internal security to deal with
multidimensional human variables. Educators, as a group, are not neces-
sarily capable of demonstrating this kind of leadership, though these at-
tributes are not always clearly defined and sought when systems look for
leadership personnel.

A number of problems exist in the demanding job of steering, guiding, and
coordinating such a complicated task as posed by the facility development
team. The leader (or leaders) must first understand and know the dynamiCs
of his own personality and his need structure. There is often hesitancy
on the part of a facilities planning staff to spend more than a minimum
amount of time with the instructional staff. It is not uncommon for staff
members from instruction and curriculum to be included toward the end
of the planning phase when the blueprints have already been developed.
Frequently the school principal is invoived to a somewhat greater extent,
although his main function may be that of reviewing office space, and space
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for his administrative staff, rather than being asked about the total school
instructional program, what distinctive features it should contain, and
about the interrelatedness of the total instructional prcgram.

The community should participate in the planning process itself; participa-
tion, in fact, to the extent where the community begins to get a true sense
of identity and belonging for the new educational facility which their chil-
dren will attend. The absence of such early involvement relates directly to
the psychological distance between parents and the school and is probably
transmitted directly or indirectly in turn to the youngsters who then begin
to perceive school as somewhat less than a constructive, meaningful, hope-
ful, and friendly place.
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AN APPROACH TO PLANNING

Physical facilities can best serve their intended purpose if the scope of

the program, content of the curriculum, and some general understanding

has been achieved concerning educational methods. This is perhaps the

most difficult and possibly the weakest part of most physical environment

plans. Educational aims and objectives, goals, and philosophies are not easy

to define. The words are not easily understoodat least not clearly de-

lineated. This is compouAded by the fact that we live in an everchanging

society and this society and this change must be reflected in the educational

system. Part of this problem can be better understood if we recognize that

a teacher may have grown up in one society, be teaching in still another,

and teaching pupils who will live in still a third.

With things in such a rapid state of change, plans should allow for altera-

tion up until the last moment. Adequate discussion among and brPNeen

administrator and architect, architect and contractor, contractor and

subcontractor needs to take place so that last minute changes can be ac-

complished without hatility and resentment. Following is a list of questions

that mignt be considered in the planning of a special education facility:

Who should be on the planning team? Why is each person there?

What is the program that will be carriod out in the facility?

What elements of the community will want to be kept informed as plans

progress?

To the extent children's attention needs to be focused on an assigned task,

how can the structure aid in accomplishing this?

What types of spaces fit the programs as planned? What auxiliary person-

nel, visitors, or parents will be coming into the area and how will they

be accommodated?

Does the program lend itself to observation? Who will the observers be

and what facilities will be needed to accommodate them?

What accommodation will be made for students of varying ability as they

arrive and depart the facility?

What is the relationship between safety equipment and students with

varying needs?

What extra use can be made of the facility by parents and/or community?
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What patterns of traffic need to be considered to make the facility

available and adaptable?

What are some of the mechanical considerations that will &low the pro-

gram to be flexible?

What is the relationship between outdclr area, school community, and

the educational program?

What special consideration needs to be given to the use of exterior areas?

How can the proper storage and accessibility of equipment, materials,

supplies, and transient articles be assured?

Members of the planning team should be creative peoplepeople who use

imagination and new ideaspeople who want to put new ideas into ac-

tion. . .

A major role of a school administrator, a potential head of the planning

team, should be to listen to teachers, eva!uate what they are saying in terms

of stated goals and objectives and effective methodology, and then remove

any obstacle that stands in their way. This may mean construction of a

facility, redesigning space, or changing the teacher's outlook. It could mean

purchasing equipment, obtaining supplies, or instructing a teacher in

the use of available resources. It could mean changing a teacher's assign-

ment, adding auxiliary personnel, or reducing class size.
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AN APPROACH TO PLANNING

There is a great need for special educators to describe in detail the activi-

ties to be performed in an environment. This enables those familiar with

research and environmental factors to give adequate consideration to a

design which will not only permit these activities to take place, but will en-

courage maximum educational development. For instance, the range of

activities to be performed determines the amount of heat and light that will

be needed .. . amplification devices if deaf children are involved . . . will too

little noise discourage interaction . . . but not too noisy to encourage the

desired lea' ning to take place . . . will tactile stimuli enhance or limit the

instructional program .. . carpet can provide a desirable effect if the

educational goals relate to listening skills ... but if an instructional goal is

the development of mobility skills for a physically handicapped child, the

carpet might be a barrier for too much effort will be needed... .

Educators often have not been instructed to assess the environment as to

its effect on the desired learning goals. A building or a particular environ-

ment can make learning possible. I+ can encourage learning, it may dis-

courage learning, but the attitude of the teacher and the attitude of the child

are the two major factors in a good educational program.

The educational philosophy of the facility demands consideration. What is

the relationship between the program under consideration and the regu-

lar district program or other special programs? Is it to be an isolated

program? Is integration to be considered? If so, what areas of curricu-

lum are to be considered? Is the process to be progressive? In other

words, are you working toward increasingly greater integration? If so,

what are the planned starting points, and how can the facility assist in the

progressive development of integration? Is integration to be total? Are

the children to be included in regular programing and only moved to re-

source areas for specific types of help? Consideration must be given to

each one of these possibilities before the building is actually constructed.

What about the program philosophy? Is it specific? In other words, is the

program designed to assist in the modification of behavior? Is it a program

designed to deal only with the production of oral deaf students? Is the pro-
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gram philosophy one in which many different approaches to solving prob-
lems for the population are being considered? If so, the facility should assist
in adapting various programs to the spaces where the children are to be
housed. How is the building to be used? In other words, the schedule of
use? What about the daily schedule? Certainly the number of spaces, the
type of heating, and the type of lighting will affect it.

The planning function is both long range and short range. The effectiveness
of short range planning very often depends upon how much thought has
been put into the collection of data over a long period of time. The long
range plan must take into consideration as many factors as possible if
effective planning is to take place. Some of the factors that must be con-
sidered are general community needs. Specifically what are the employ-
ment opportunities in the community; whittype of trained individual must
be prepared? Population projections, based not only on past experience
but present figures considering the preschool population within the con-
fines of the planning area, must be taken into consideration. Anticipated
industrial business or housing developments must be considered in every
plan. What are the areas of potential growth? Where are the areas of
potential displacement of the existing population; in what areas is urban
renewal being considered? Those in special education should also consider
the effects of epidemics or other health problems which may disable
youngsters; the effects of drug abuse or other environmental occur-
rences. All of these factors must be considered in determining if and
where a facility should be built.

In the long range program, consideration should be given to the availabil-
ity of staff to accomplish the planned program. Are the professional staff
people available in sufficient numbers to be considered as pert of the plan
for a facility? If not, perhaps contact should be made with colleges and
universities to assist in the preparation of professionals, or an effort
shcLild be made to recruit the required professionals from other areas of
the country. Paraprofessionals are another factor in staffing. Are pro-
grams available which can prepare nonprofessionals to assist in working
with handicapped chiidren? If such programs are not in operation, per-
haps consideration should be given to the development of an inservice or
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college program which would assist in the development of adequately
trained paraprofessionals.

Are the funds available at the federal level, at the state level, at the local
public level, and at the private level, to insure that the program can take
place after the facility is built?

It is essential that a very precise definition of the project under consider-
ation be established. What type of a facility is being considered? Is t a room
in a school? If so, is it going to be a new School with some rooms for special
education? If so, consideration should be given to a flow between the spe-
cial education students and the students in the regular program to provide
as normal a learning opportunity as is possible. If it is an addition to an
existing school the location and size may be limited by the shape of the land,

the size of the building, and the potential within the existing structure for
additional buildings.

Planners must look at the population to be served. What type or types of
children are going to be served by the new facility or any facility for that
matter? What are their special needs? What age group is to be served
by the school? How many children are you talking about?

One cannot emphasize enough the importance of stating the intent and the
purpose of the instructional program. To understand this, look at a young-
ster and see how he explores his environment, how he finds satisfaction,
how he creates. What are the materials of his creation? More often than
not, the way he is structured and limited will encourage creativity or en-
courage conformity. Educators must stress and look for the similarities in
the needs of children with different disabilities so that they do not create a

series of spaces which may be of little or no use after a group of children
with a given disability pass through the school structure. ''he purpose of
schools is the education of youth for life. VVe must constantly remind our-
selves of this fact,. . . .

THE PLAN N ERS
One of the fundamentals often overlooked in tha organization of the project
team is that you should include only those people to whom you intend to lis-
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ten. This does not mean that people will have all of their ideas incorporated
into the plan. It does mean that if you have predetermined that only educa-
tional planners win be listened to in the preparatjon of the school facility,
it is useless to waste the time of community members such as parents, chil-
dren, and community leaders. It is possible that many people may be inter-
ested in just listening, but very often they feel their time is valuable, and
they feel that they have many suggestions that should be heeded in planning
a school.

The number of persons considered for inclusion on the project team may
vary depending on the size and scope of the project, but generally members
of the board, administrative staff, including the superintendent's immediate
staff, those included in budget, planning, personnel, pupiI personnel ser-
vices, as well as the individual building administrators, should be considered
in discussing plans. The instructional staff should certainly be represented
by teachers as well as curriculum specialists. If the building or "re-struc-
ture" is being designed for disabled youngsters, certainly physical thera-
pists, occupational therapists, speech and hearing therapists, psycholo-
gists, social workers, or counselors should be considered.

Paraprofessionals might also be considered as potential team members in
the planning of a facility. This area is relatively non, and has not yet been
accepted as an integral part of many school programs. More and more, the
teacher aide, the therapy aide, the tenants, recreational aides, and voca-
tional aides are being trained and are involved in working with handi-
capped youngsters.

The secretarial service representatives as well as custodial and mainte-
nance people must be considered at the appropriate time, and particularly
in the areas of planning, where their expertise can :".i9 of assistance in
areas that others might overlook. One cannot unde estimate the value of
all of these people to the instructional program. While many school districts
are sufficiently endowed with a professionally trained staff who provide
answers to many of the questions relating to the development of new facil-
ities, there are other professional people who should also be involved: the
architect, if possible-selected very early in the planning; the engineers,
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who might be helpful to the project if the architect does not feel comfortable

in making certain determinations; educational consultants, either state,
college, or university level, or those from private firms, if the field of en-
deavor is relatively new to the district at the time of planning; or community
planners who might assist in seeing where the school fits into community
plans, both for the regular instructional program and for after school
and nonschool day or year activities. Other community representatives
who might be helpful are the students, either those currentiy in the pro-
gram or those who have previously been in the program and have a real

impression of experiences with existing facilities or special planned facil-
ities in other communities; the parents, who Eire not only the taxpayers,

but are very knowledgeable listeners as the.program relates to the over-
all needs of their children, both in a rionschool setting as well as a school
setting; representatives of other governmental bodies who may have con-
tributions to make, including the public health people and the people who

are looking at population movement within the area. The type of personnel

and their responsibilities vary greatly from community to community. Pri-

vate agencies representing the handicapped might also be involved.

One very distinct advantage of using the community is the fact Mat it in-
volves the people who may be funding the program and it allows parents to
partirApate in the education of their children. In this age of specialization
and great divers!ty of information, it is very difficult for the teacher or
even the variety of specialists that we have in the school to have all the
knowledge or observational skills that will improve the performance levels

of children.
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AN APPROACH TO PLANNING

All projects must start with words. It is extremely important that there is

some method of organizing and administering the material which must

be compiled in order to have a successful project. The development of

a program narrative is the most important single phase. Projects fail be-

cause the program is never really defined. It is the responsibility of the

educator to author the program narrative. An attempt must be made to

define what is actually to take place between the child and the teacher. If

a program is to be flexible or changeable then the how and why regard-

ing the change Should be stated. It is imperative not to let "hardware"

control the thinking. Develop what the program is to accomplish and then

later find the hardware to do the job.

THE PLANNERS
It is suggested that a team be organized to handle the job of planning a

facility. This team should be made of various components for input who

will be able to take ideas and implement them, in logical sequence, into

the finished product. For a successful operation it is necessary that many

people become involved and obtain an awareness of what is to be done.

Through government agencies, which may become involved, will come a

variety of input data. From these as well as frcm local sources, informa-

tion must be extracted, analyzed, and put into a meaningful dialogue.

Before a reasonable selection of the team members can be made, it is im-

perative to make a brief analysis of the people, department, and govern-

ment agencies which will be involved either directly or individually in the

project. An organization chart will be,most useful in explaining the lines of

communication to those involved in the project.

Once the lines of communication have been established it is necessary to

set up a team to work within this organizational structure. It may be help-

ful to use existing organizational setups rather than restructuring for a

particular project. This team should form a workable, usable communica-

tion system which is capable of translating needs into the end product. It

is essential that the team have rapport so that the spirit and intent can be

maintained while the project is being technologically implemented.
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The head of the team could logically be the director of special educa-

tion. Other members of the team should include the special education
staff, supervisors, professional consultants, school board building de-

partment, curriculum committee, building committee, or perhaps a

school board member who has special interest in the project, and the
architect. The team then should be structured so that there is a method of
communicat;ng directly vvith all other agencies involved either from a fi-
nancial, political, regulatory, or professional guidance area.

Organization of the team should be followed by the production of the
program narrative and the production of the architectural program. The

architect may or may not be involved in the first phase. However, it is
imperative that the central core of the team be maintained throughout
the project.

THE ARCHITECT
If the architect has been selected in the beginning stages, it is suggested

that he be used by the team as a sounding board for information about

site limitations, budget limits, and things of this type. It may be useful for
him to be involved at the beginning to get the spirit of the project.

After the educational program narrative has been completed it is advisa-

ble to have the architect on the facilities development team as it develops

yet another areathe architectural narrative. The purpose of this narra-
tive is to translate the program narrative into specific measurements of

space and hardware. It should be kept in mind thatThe program narra-
tive dictates the space requirements and not the reverse.

One of the first steps in developing the architectural narrative is attempt-
ing to define overall square footage available to the project as related

to the budget. A much belter approach would be to establish square foot-
age based on the program narrative, establish a budget, and request funds

which will meet this requirement. After the square footage has been es-
tablished the allocation must be broken down to the various spaces
which will be required by the program. Superimposed on this will be the
regulatory requirements of building codes, state departments of educe-
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tion, and local planning departments. It may be well to leave certain op-
tions open to the architect in order for him to develop a more imaginative
solution to the program.

After the completion and approval of the architectural narrative, the
architect can start developing plans for the project whether on a large or
small scale. Note that this is the first time that drawings or pictures have
been considered in this process. Depending on the architect's legal con-
tract the following method may have to be adjusted regarding sub-
missions of drawings. However, this is a fairly standard and logical
sequence.

SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS. Schematic drawings should consist of single
line scale drawings showing the floor plan or plans of the project. The
drawings should indicate sizes of the various elements, relevant location,
and circulation between the elements. It should also indicate the rela-
tionships to existing buildings and to the site. A schematic site plan
should show th'e proposed vehicular and pedestrian traffic flow, general
location of service Ati Nies, and recreation activities.

At this point the major decisions as to how well the proposed building or
modifications fulfill the requirements of the program narrative and architec-
tural narrative can and should be made. There is no point in the architect
proceeding further until this question has been answered and approved
in writing by all concerned. This perhaps will be the most-important step
in the process for a successful project. At this point it is much easier to
review the concepts than it will be at any later time.

After approval of the schematics the architect should proceed with the
preliminary plans. Additional confeiences will be necessary with the facil-
ities development team to define more clearly some of the details. The
architect will develop the plans in greater detai!, generally demonstrated
by the use of drawings or renderings of the projects. A model, if provided
for in the contract, would be useful at this point. It is difficult for most
people to read, understand, and evaluate two-dimensional drawings. It is
unfair to the architect, the educator, and the children when this is not
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readily admitted or understood. Agan, review, approval, and a check
for meeting the program needs should be done in writing.

WORKING DRAWINGS (contract documents). After approval of the pre-
liminaries the architect will proceed with the preparation of the contract
documents. It might be noted that the drawing and specifications are
still a set of instructions for workmen to build a facility which is to house
the educational program. It is suggested that the team review the contract
documents at the 30 percent completed stage for consistency with the
established program and again at 90 percent completion. The architect
will also require submissions to the various regulatory agencies. During
the contract document stage there should be very little change in the
project if the preliminaries were completed and were developed to the
proper extent.

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITY. Upon completion of the contract docu-
ments they should be sent or made available to various contributors for
bids on the work. Upon receipt of bids, if the award of the contract is

able to be made within the funds available, the award mg ill be made
and the contractor will begin construction. If, however, the project is over
the budget, then modifications must be made. Depending on the amount
to be deducted, changes will be made in the contract documents.
Should these changes be sufficient to require reallocations of space or
reduction of space, the project team should be consulted since this
will undoubtedly affect the program. The decision for what is to be
changed in the program belongs to the educator, and compromises as to
the building plans must be worked out with the architect.
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AN APPROACH TO PLANNING

It is important to design physical facilities which permit the effective imple-

mentation of special education programs. The term "design process" is

significant. It suggests that a design for a facility occurs not only by having

an architect produce designs of classrooms but also through a lengthy data

gathering and assessing process that is centered upon an analysis of the

behaviors an ! activities that will occur in the new environment.

In the past, educators have approached the design process when they have

engaged in the preparation of the educational specifications. Particular at-

tention has been devoted to listing the furnishings and equipment that are

needed. The problem, however, is that the specifications are rarely pre-

pared with sufficient precision or completeness to be of great use to the

architect This is particularly true in describing many of the seemingly un-

important daiiy events. Children take drinks, walk to the blackboard, stand

at their seats. Although these actions may seem unimportant, the architect

may see implications for design which will facilitate the realization of many

such activities. Such an approach by the architect requires his apprecia-

tion of the positive effects which can be transmitted or reinforced by the

environment. Consider an example: Most classrooms and schools are de-

signed to admit children directly into the classrooms from the hall to out-

doors. Boots, coats, lunches, etc. are deposited in the main classroo n and

"arrival behavior" occurs there as well. Some time must be taken by the

teacher to stop that behavior and prepare the children for to learning

activities of the day. If an anteroom were available, separated by some type

of barrier from the learning space, the children could enter the learning

area knowing that "it is time to learn and we start by coming into this

space." Because mood and attitude can Ix influenced by environment, per-

haps it would make a difference in behavior.

More a4ld more, facilities for exceptional children are being planned as an

inclusive portion of total educationai facilities. Recognition of the needs of

these children is resulting in the lot/Lon of specially designed educational

environments within the facilit. All planning should occur within the con-

text of a philosophy of education that clearly delineates the objectives of

the local program.
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Educators place a good deal of emphasis on the necessity for a philosophy
because, without it, many questions relating to the type of educational pro-
gram desired and the subsequent environment cannot be answered. If a
planner is weighing whether or not to provide folding walls within a class-
room to encourage small group work with different teachers, considera-
tion of the philosophical statement will assist in decision making. Similarly,
the question of whether to provide a continuing education program and fa-
cilities for adult special education students will in part be answered by study-
ing the objectives stated in the philosophy. Prior to designing a facility, the
philosophy must be carefully stated and interpreted by the educator for the
architect.

Another consideration in planning facilities for exceptional children is the
fact that the needs of children continually vary as they grow, learn, and
change. This concept is particularly important when applied to exceptional
children, for there may be a tendency on the part of planneis to provide a
physical environment so specially tailored to their unique needs that after
school hours and ultimately, after completing school, the adjustment to the
"real" world may be extremely difficult.

There are other things to consider in the beginning planning stages. Popu-
larized concepts should not always be accepted as requirements for build-
ings or for any changes that are being made. Many programs submitted to
architects include a request for the provision of "maximum flexibility," But
where should it occur, and how? More importantly, why? Many classrooms
now are constructed with the capability of connecting through the removal
of a variety of types of temporary walls. However, many teachers with these
resources rarely use them. This is only one reason fur engaging in the
careful preparation of individual programs,

The act of asking the teachers about the use of their rooms is a simple form
of evaluating the environment. It is important to engage in as complete an
evaluation as possible of existing and new facilities. This objective can be ac-
complished more effectively by comparing the teacher's reactions to the en-
vironment with the original program objactives given to the architect.
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Once the evaluation is completed, the results shculd not be filed away, but
should be incorporated in the program for the next facility.

The analysis of the teaching-learning program for the planning process is
directed toward the development of a statement which describes the needs
of the educational program to be located in the newly designed or renovated
environment. The development of this statement requires considerable
time, effort, expertise, and coordination. The approach to this task involves
dividing the total range of activities that occur in the school into sections.
Persons most familiar with each section can then describe the activities in
a manner that will permit the architect to understand the necessary en-
vironmental requirements.

THE PLANNERS
The architect should be continually meeting with the persons involved in the

preparation of a facility. He should be observing the way in which the pro-

g!ams occurespecially regarding the needs of the childrenand the
techniques and materials used by the teachers as they attempt to meet these
needs. He should be asking questions that sharpen his own understanding
of the workings of the program, and assisting the planning staff as they
consider and evaluate the present use of their environment in relation to
their needs in the new facility or in the modifications of an older building.

The architect, accompanied by special educators, should visit other facilities
and examine relevant literature to collect information and ideas for pos-
sible application in the planned building.

At the completion of the program narrative, the architect should spend
considerable time with the educators attempting to completely understand
the specifics of the narrative prior to beginning the first designs. As de-

signs are developed, ample opportunity should be provided for their re-
view by the educators. Thip aspect of the planning process should be con-
s;dered as a refinement stage.

Obstacles are inherent in the creation of multidisciplinary planning efforts.

One of these is overcoming the barrier to communication that may exist be-

tween the designer-architect and the educator. Designers frequently ad-
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mit that they prefe graphic to verbal expression. Because educators live
their entire lives using verbal expression, an immediate problem is evident.
Confusion of word meaning may produce significant confusion during dis-
cussions and planning.

Since educators and architects each tend to speak their own language, ex-
tensive efforts must occur to achieve a common understanding. The educa-
tional terms "team teaching," "grouping," and "experience unit teaching"
are but a fow examples. Similarly in architectural lingo, "sclnematics," "cir-
culation," "scale," and "surface" are used. By conveying the demands of the
environment in educationel terens to the architect, the educator must clari-
fy each concept to permit design decisions to be made most accurately. The
educator can no longer say to an ar::hitect, "We need a 24 classroom school
with the usual facilities" nor can he snd his staff prepare a set of educa-
tional specifications for dGlivery to an absentee architect at a later date. To
create communication, the feeling must be that both educators and archi-
tects have a contribution which can be made effectively only through inter-
action. The attempt to achieve interaction results in a clarification of vocabu-
lary, objectives, and areas of competency. This clarification process is
furthered by joint planning by the architect and educator to insure that the
architect properly is exposed to the needs of handicapped children.

Another question that must be raised pertaining to architect involvement
is how much time the arch!tect can ecollomically afford to spend planning a
facility. Since his time must be limited, carefully determined plans should
precede the arrival Ot 41C1 architect to insure that his maximum contribu-
tion is obtained. Perhaps the al chitect should meet initially with the educa-
tional st. or committee that will develop the specifications to indicate some
of the intormation he requires. Although the architect should work with
the planning group the committee should, upon completing the specifications,
further interpret them for the architect. This should be coupled with the
arc; ditect spending time in the schools, seeing what occurs, and learning
about the children. The architect and representatives of the committee
should also interview staff to obtain individual information not contained in
the summary program narrative. Certainly, an effective working relation-
ship between the architect and educational staff will prove valuable when
reactions to the preliminary sketches are needed.
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AN APPROACH TO PLANNING

The environment should not be a conglomeration of sticks and stones.

Rather it should be a dynamic and changeable series of elements that

can be a positive tool for learning. Implicit in any consideration of a

manmade environment is the idea that man can control the concepts,

structure, and use of the three dimensional world and that his power to

do this should manifest itself across the entire spectrum of human activi-

ty. The duty and responsibility of the architect is that of translator as

well as designer: to translate into three dimensional language a series of

human needs based on change. Effective translation can occur only if the

goats and activities that will take place in this environment are made

clear. They must reflect and confirm the nature and reasonsthe purpose

for which the physical environment is intended. Learning is an obvious

goal, but a physical structure shoRild also enhance and support the in-

teraction between people involved with each other.

The appropriateness of an environment for learnint; is not often consid-

ered with the learning process itself. Only through identifying how chil-

dren learn and how their teachers and parents manipulate the learning

world to help them with their tasks can this appropriateness be deter-

mined. Certain assumptions must be made: however vague, about the

usefulness, effectiveness, and efficiency of the sensory, intellectual, and

material resources that are brought to bear in the leaning process. Hear-

ing and seeing are primary, but touching, smelling, and tasting also pro-

vide important channels through which learning takes place. Matching

the tasks with the resources available, and in turn the goals of learning

with the process by which these goals are reached, can be reflected in

specific ways by the environmental constructthe building in whith the

tasks are carried out and goals achieved.

Accurately predicting the use of learning spaces prior to the time a learn-

ing program begins is at best a difficult task. However, unless present

and future learning programs and the persons involved in them can be

described with some accuracy, it is almost assured that the learning space

will not realize its potential. For this reason it might be wise to analyze

the elements most frequently found in teaching and learning situations
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and to suggest how they might be manipulated to better serve education-
al purposes. The following might be used as a checklist of items to be
considered in the designing and planning of a learning environment:
For whom are we designing? What are the demographic and educa-

tional characteristics of the group for whom the educational plant is be-
ing built? What are their primary disabilities? What are their strengths?

What are the goals for this group? Are educational and societal goals
the same or different? If so, in what way? Can these goals be effected?

What are the best methods for obtaining these goals?
What are the child's immediate environmental and personal needs?

How can the environment be manipulated to reach the aforemen-
tioned goals?
How can we form an educationally sound interaction of children,
teachers, curriculum, and environment?
What provisions can or should be made for parents?

What is the developmental process? When should environmental
changes occur to reflect development? When, for example, should
doors be supplied with doorknobs rather than pulls?

As an example of the type of thinking that shou/d occur, desks and tables

might come under careful consideration. Is it the desire of the teacher as

an important part of the learning process to have children see one anoth-

er? Semicircular seating arrangements allow children to see and better
hear what others are saying and doing. This is particularly true in the edu-

cation of the deafas one example, where both oral and manual lan-
guages are used. Communication between many persons can only be

carried on if they can see each other.

Without knowing the sequence of events that occurs within the learaing
framework of the school, it is almost impossible to adequately pqovide the

stage upon which learning can take place. Descriptive words directly re-

lated to identifying the components of a learning program may be used

to organize the fragments or segments which compose the total learning

program. (Words like free time, independen activity, controlled activity,

work assessment, time for moving from one place to another, times dur-

ing which the teacher must be close to the child, constitute examples.)
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These and many others may be used to construct a framework useful to
the architect and educator in designing an efficient, effective, and hope-
fully, an exciting environment for learning.

Other questions might be asked that will reduce the possibility for error in
designing the classroom building and, in turn, allow the environment to
actively assist the teacher in accomplishing educational goals. More im-
portant, these considerations will help the children to feel that they have
a stake in the physical environment. Within the technological capability of
the design field there are untouched possibilities for making the environ-
ment more responsive to educational needs. It can be hypothesized that
if the children help in modifying their environment, either alone or with
their teacher, it will have more meaning to them as they use it for all the
purposes for which the school exists. Other relevant questions in-
clude: Can the rooms be changed? Can desks be moved? Can school

take place outside the classroom when weather permits? Can children
see and hear each other inside or outside?

Another facet of the physical environment which deals directly with
exceptional children is the concept of attention span. Much has been
said about attention spanthe ability to concentrate on a task without
distractionand of the usefulness of group activity versus individual
study. To make these items relevant in the environmental sense, it is neces-
sary to determine in what way the physical environment may support the
positive aspirations of a learning program and assist in negating those
which make the teacher less effective in the classroom or the school.
Special attention should be given to identifying and manipulating those
elements in the physical environment which can increase attention span.

If a child learns better or faster or more effectively without seeing other
children at work, then he should be isolated. It it is necessary within
the learning program for children to work together, then it should be
the responsibility of the teacher, researcher, and administrator to de-
termine how this can best be doneat a table, on the floor, within a
given area without physical limits, or by drawing a stripe on the fioor to
suggest that within the stripes certain activities will take place. Then
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similarly what games suggest a relationship to learning activity, and can
they take place in a classroom, in a corridor, in the cafeteria, on the play-
ground, or in the neighborhood? A conscious effort to determine what
are noisy and quiet spaces and at what level noise can be tnleratad with-
in a given set of activities might also be helpful to the environmental de-
signer.

It might be wise, for discussion purposes, to place flexible elements
within the learning space into general categories. Most important, it
should be incumbent with identifying these items that purposes for their
change in location be considered in terms of education objectives. It
must be recognized that modification of elements results in some changes
in how information flows from the teacher to the child and back again. It
may also be true that changing elements-in the classroom may have a so-
cial purpose, such as making room for games or providing a space
for children and teachers to meet with one another for nonacademic rea-
sons. It also might be indicated that space has a maintenance purpose.
TWs means that the children and teacher maintain those areas of the
learning space and adjacent spaces which are of particlilar concern to
them during their activities: as examples, something as simple as a storage
unit in which a child stores his materials, coats, and other learning
equipment, and for the teacher, private places where he might work,
store personal articles, and meet other teachers or visitors to the class-
room.

Perhaps it is becoming apparent that all of the elements in the class-
room exist in a loosely integrated system that can be manipulated by the
students and teachers to achieve the educational goals set by both. The

elements a :nterrelated. They can be made dynamic and excitinf hrough

simple manipulation based on the imagination of the architect, the teachers,
and the students.
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AN APPROACH TO PLANNING

On the surface, tie history of school planning and constructioi appears al-

ways to have been embedded in research design and to have drawn on care-

fully defined educational, architectural, and construction models. Construc-

tion materials used in school building are carefully selected on the basis of

durability, fire resistance, economy, and related factors essential to con-

temporary design problems. The o)ncept of standard classrooio size, cubic

footage, and lighti. i is accepted into architectural practice through rigid

state education depb. Iment standards for school construction, school

health, and safety. Air circulation ale specified number of times per hour

is regulated by departments of health and these specifications are incorpor-

ated into buildhg and engineering plans. Architects and school officials vie

with one anoth.:r to incorporate innovative concepts into building plans

which will set a new school building apart from others, call attention both

to the school system and to the architect. As a result many beautiful schools

exist, and millions of children are receiving an education in them.

Few school buildings, however, are conceptualized, designed, and con-

structed to meet the learning needs of the children for whom the structure

is intended. Doorknobs, for example, may be of such a size and the doors of

such a weight that a 5 year old child cannot enter with ease. In his initial ef-

forts to adjust to his teacher, school, and the educational process the child

is confronted by physical factors which make even entering a school diffi-

cult. Windows may be placed for adult usage, or at a level where small chil-

dren cannot easily view the world outside and learn from this experience.

The characteristics of a classroom are infrequently conceived in terms of

the actual learning needs of the children and of the teacher who will use the

learning environment. What should this area be? How should it be used?

What are its needed dimensions and structure in terms of the learning

program and the ages of the children who will be in it? Some will say that

answers to these questions are known; others, that structure is dictated

by program. If indeed these replies are correct, the research which sup-

ports either of these positions is not easy to come by.

Recently one of the authors had occasion to visit a new school building. It

is a strange looking building, not et ail like the traditional school. It includes
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six large rooms, each capable of housing approximately 150 children. The

school is to be operated cn the basis of an ungraded structure with five or

six teachers in each classroom at all times, working with smaller groups of

children extracted from the larger group. Each room has been constructed

to include study areas and sunken or depressed areas in the floor in

which group activities can De carried out. The entire room is covered with

wall to wall carpeting. The room is air conditioned; thus it is windowless.

On first examination each room appears to include everything which might

be needed in the education of children.

But what is the research basis on which this school and these rooms have

been designed? The superintendent of schools replied that the rooms were

designed in terms of the philosophy of the ungraded program and on the

basis ot careful planning and consideration by both his administrative staff,

the teachers, and the architects. Few if any studies have been undertaken to

determine that children can learn better togethei' in smaller or larger

ungraded groups. Little, if anything, is known about the capacity of six adults

with different personalities, somewhat different training, and different in-

terpretations of the term ungraded to be able to function together in a com-

mon teaching arena. The r.:apacity to function in a team teaching situation is

not an innate trait of educators. If this is true, what antecedents have pre-

ceded the actual delivery of services to the child consumers?, On what basis

is this success predetermined for this teaching group and this teaching

method in this type of teaching situation? Is the standard classroom merely

multiplied by six the environment which is essential to learning for more

than a hundred children? The visitor was assured that it was: Air eircula-

tion had been carefully assessed: lighting was of the latest specifications;

teaching stations were carefully plotted within the area; water, toilets, and

work areas had been delineated. But little is known about the capacity of

children to learn in such a situation. Less is known about the capacity of

teachers to adjust to other teachers over a long term period in a common

teaching am and at the same time deliver high quality education to chil-

dren. Research is lacking regarding the fatigue factor in learning for both

children and teacher when wated for long periods of time on steps in a de-

pressed floor arena. Much is yet to be understood regarding the social dy-

namics of large groups and subgroups of children this knowledge would
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be important to adults in structuring the learning situation and would play

a role in the development of environmental structure or design. A decade

hence if the program is found unworkable, it will not be the physical struc-

ture itself on which the blame will be laid. The teachers and the architect,

among others, will share the blame. What programatic research will be the

basis for changing the educational structure and design if the original one

is found lacking in some or all respects?

Examples of this nature could be dupl!cated in dozens of othes7 communities.

A rehabilitation center in one community has been cons:,/!.:,cted with four

floors. From the first to the fourth floor, apartments in which physically

handicapped and mentally handicapped adults will live bnome progressive-

ly less adapted to the presumed needs of the handicapped, on the premise

that as the individual moves upward from floor to floor he will have learned

through the center's educational program to deal more adequately with

normal living conditions. Absolutely no research is available to support this

predetermined educational philosophy nor to support the architectural

changes irom floor to floor which are presumPd to bring the handicapped

person by degrees into a normal living situation. Before occupation by the

first client, some staff members have pointed out problems with struc-

ture. This does not appear to have been wise educational or architectural

planning.

If general education is remiss in bringing to architectural programing the

best in research design, special education for handicapped children is typi-

fied by'an even less scientific approach. For decades, special education has

been characterized by motional attitudes in planning for handicapped chil-

dren by supposed modificotions of what is good for normal children. But

what are the learning needs of handicapped children? For example, deaf

children and those with lesser degrees of hearing loss who should at all

times be able to see the teacher's face for speechrsading development, are

placed at desks and in chairs which during the majority of the school day

provide; an excellent knee view of their teachers but a poor face view of the

learning area from which most speechreading will be learned. Schools end

classes for deaf children are being constructed almost continuously. Few

schoolrooms, however, are constructed in which these children are
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raised in their deFks and chairs to eye level with their teacher. This example
of lack of programatic and architectural research could be replicated many
times in the education of most types of handicapped children. Educators
complain that deaf children progress slowly and are downgraded in terms
of social age and school achievement. This is due not to the nature of the
child but to the nature of the learning environment which has been prede-
termined on the basis of little or no research.

There are many schools which have been built for so called crippled chil-

dren. Bringing children to the point where they can become independently
ambulatory either with or without crutches or wheelchairs is a generally
accepted goal of physical therapy and education. Much of the child's educa-
tional program in these schools and classes is directed to this end. The aNi-
ity of a child to become mobile is attitudinal as well as physical. Moving with
assurance and independence requires that the person anticipate his moves

and what they will entail and encounter. He needs to be able to anticipate
obstacles, traffic, and new spatial areas. Crutches and wheelchairs usually
require the user to get into the flow of traffic before the individual can see
what the new spatial area requires of him. But very little research has
been done to design and construct schools for physically handicapped chil-

dren so that there will be no corners in hallways, so that classroom doors

will not be recessed, and so that vision will be unobstructed for the indi-

vidual entering into a new spatial area. If schools cannot be built without

corners, then it could be possible to construct corners with unbreakable

glass in order to give unobstructed views of oncoming traffic and thereby

support the child. Such environmental modification could well enhance tile

psychological dev4lopment of the child. There is no validated research to
demonstrate the value of the traditional concept or of the innovative sugges-

tion which is made here.

The preliminary Architecture and Special Education Project sponsored by
The Council for Exceptional Children under a grant from the US Office of

Education is perhaps as thorough a national survey as has ever been made

on this topin. The collected irgormation is indeed disturbing. Lack of loc":

planning, lack of definitive research to support many educational or archi-
tectural decisions, agreements between architect and educator based on
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supposedly educated hunches, arid planning primarily on the part of busi-

ness or administratx-type educators on the basis of site visits to other

recently constructed buildings is in evidence throughout the survey. Billions

of dollars in schoal construction are being invested by the nation through

local boards of ejucation with practically no research data reflecting the

known interface between environmental design and the needs of the learn-

ing situation and the learner.

Two elements, slighted in the findings, must precede research design or

actual construction with or without research on which construction is
based. These are the issues of a program narrative and an arititectural

narrative.

The program narrative constitutes a description, riot of rooms and hall-

ways, but of a carefully developed statement of what the educational pro-

gram actually is. Nothing thould be assumed to be understood. The state-

ment should be inclusive ig everythinc which will be done educationally be-

tween teacher and children during the program. The program narrative
must be developed by the users of the building, namely the teachers, not by

administrators or educational planners who assume that they know what
the program is but in fact may have a very inaccurate understanding of it.

The program narrative must be detailed and specific in every aspect. To use

again the earlier example of teaching children with impaired hearing it is

not enough to merely state that speechreading is going to be taught. The

teacher must describe the circumstances under which it should be taught

well: the physical relationship between the child and the teacher, the physi-

cal and visual needs of the child, and all other similar factors which may

have an effect on physical structure. As another example, it has been stated

that in the education of hyperactive children most of the educational experi-

ences between teacher and child should be carried on within arm's reach.

How are the implications of this statement for physical structure translated
by the educator into a meani:igful program narrative? These are examples

of the detail which must be accumulated in terms of every aspect of every

educational program.

Out of the program narrative developed by the educators, the architect

will develop an architectural narrative as the basis for translating the pro-
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gram into the realities of construction. It is at this point that the educational

program becomes concrete in terms of rooms, dimensions, room place-

ment, inter- and intraroom relationships, equipment, and persons using

the facilities. And it is at this point that research which is focused on the

type of physical Ptructure which will most fully implement the program nar-

rative is lacking. We do not know under what type of an educational setting

children of given age, physical characteristics, intellectual and perceptual
characteristics, and wkh known and specified learning needs most easily

and most effectively assimilate instruction and respond positively to teach-

ing.

These comments point to an area which has not been subjected to the type of

controlled research which is required. Research relating educational

theory to the specifics of environmental structure and design has some spe-

cial considerations. This in itself, however, is not unlike research in dozens

of other areas. Essentially, the criteria of a good research design appropri-

ate to any or all fields of investigation are also applicable to the area of our

concern. Such matters as the control of variables inherent in teacher and

pupil personalities is a difficult issue, but i1 must be accounted for in any rea-

sonable design. The design itself mi,t relate to the subject of the investiga-

tion. Problems of measurement, validity, and reliability of the measurements

obtained, the statistical processes which are utilized, and analysis of the data

which are collected, are each and all important problems. Each of them re-

quires careful planring and appropriate decisions.
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Space"a boundless three-dimensional extent in which objects and

events occur and have relative position and direction"Daniel Webster.
Space, as considered within the confines of this book, is synonymous with

where the tellching and learning processes for handicapped children oc-

cur.

Perhaps one of the most difficult tasks facing the architect and educa-

tor is making the teacher aware of the possibilities for utiiizing space . . .

for making it sufficiently responsive and variable . . . quiet, exciting, in-

viting for students. Although a classroom may be rigidly constructed

without apparent possibilities for change, in almost all instances a given

teaching and !earning space may be modified to make it more suitable

and compatible with learning programs.

Engaging in environmental modification requires that educator and de-

signer develop an awareness of how space is used. This requires careful

determination of the way space is presently used so that areas of needed

change will be identified. Such information, for example, can be obtained

by recording the frequency and kinds of events that occur in the class-

room. The teacher can count the number of steps that he takes during a

given period of time, noting the activities that were taking place in the

classroom, and what people were involved.

If an objective is to reduce distance between teacher and student to

increase interaction during specific classroom activities, then some of

the following questions might be asked. The teacher might keep track of

how much time is spent seated at the desk and what activities occur dur-

ing those periods. A series of questions dealing with the use of the teach-

er desk might lead to relocation that would encourage more one-to-one
activity. Similar investigations might aiso suggest times when a teacher's

desk should be shielded from a part of the classroom or a visual barrier

placed in such a way that only part of the classroom is visible and un-

der direct teacher control. Careful interpretation of a day's or week's 6c-

tivities might even indicate that no desk is needed.
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Careful observation, or if resources permit, photography, will show how
various surfaces such as floors and walls in the classroom are used;

whether or not they are overcrowded or poorly utilized. Should there be

more tackboard space and less chalkboard space? How much time do the

children actually spend at the chalkboard and are they sitting or standing

when they are using it? How does the teacher use the doors on closed

cupboards? Should or could these provide more tackboard or display

space? How often do children sit on the floor? Where and for what pur-

pose? Where is various equipment related to media production and dis-

play located and how frequently is it used? What is the frequency and lo-

cation of use and where are instructional materials and equipment
stored? How many times do children go to a s, Tage unit and remove
their own materials? Should storage facilities te accessible to children?

The point of listing these items is to indicate that there are extensive ob-

servations that can and should be made about the use of existing space.

These observations can be usful both for modifying and planning low
facilities. Asking these questions is, as mentioned earlier, a critical ele-

ment in planning, regardless of whether or not one is planning to build a

new facility or to modify an existing one.

During the project-sponsored site visits, many of these questions were
asked. As a result a number ef problem areas were repeatedly identified.
This chapter discusses these problems and also includes some design
ideas. The designs are not to be considered as anything more than sug-
gested solutions. They are included for two reasonsto suggest that solu-
tions can be found and to stimulate further thinking.

THE NEED FOR CHANGE
in considering the physical environment, there is nothing more basic

than the fact that teachers, children, and programs change. The buildings

that house the teachers, children, and programs must reflect and com-

plement these changes.

The type of modifications may involve anything from moving a chair to

relocating a wall. Learning spaces are all areas that exist within a school:

classrooms, independent work areas, conference rooms, therapy rooms,
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lavatories, and cafeterias are just a few. It is probably more evident in the

area of special education that children have special learning needs that re-
quire more frequent manipulation of space.

There are many possible methods for changing spaces. For instance,
teachers and chOdt en can restructure the classroom through furniture
movement for various lengths of time. The maintenance department of
the school system may make more substantive changes such as re-
locating a wall or partition that could be used for longer periods of time.
And, more complex changes can occureither on a large scale within the
school or perhaps in the form of an entirely new building. An order of
preference for the most needed and used spaces mustas stated in the

planning chapterbe developed.

USING SPACETHE SURFACES
Any learning spaceany designed environmentconsists of surfaces.

There are floors, walls, and ceilings. Traditionally, surfaces have provided
climatic control within the space. But if each surface is analyzed for its
potential educational use it becomes evident that it has many functions.

Floors and ceilings are usually flat. They are covered with materiel that is
durable, hard or soft, of a certain color and texture, and with specific
acoustical properties. Surfaces can make a room quieter or noisier de-
pending upon their hardness or degree of reflectivity since all sound is re-

flected from surfaces. BOond this, a floor surface has a certain dynamic
qualitypeople move on it and interact with it. Consider the differences
between walking on a hard surface (concrete floor) and a soft surface

(carpeted floor) and the effect this has on a child's ability to move about

and how he feels as he moves.

The floor is also a potential learning environment. Although most often

a flat surface, it has the potential to be depressed or raised. Perhaps
floors could be made in removable and "flipable" sections of varying
materials and depths so that from time to time different kinds of work
could take place. A depressed area might be an art or reading center
while a raised area could serve as a platform for dramatic activities. The

Solutions
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floor then is a surface which can be utilized and should not be ignored

when assessing the environment.

The ceiling within a given space is usually considered the surface that

keeps out the rain and the sun and it is something from which to hang

light fixtures. A ceiling can be much more than that.
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A ceiling can also be used for pulling and hanging objects, devices, and
display surfaces: Window shades, which could also be screens for media
presentation; a paper roll from which a student could pull down a clean
surface to draw or paint on; large vidil nangings (maybe old flags or cut

up shower curtains) to create r define specific areas within a class-
room. The ceiling can be effectively used to display artwork.

Drawing 1 is a paper wall. This could be used in an art area. The paper can

be rolled down from the top and a clean surface to draw on would
then be formed. Shelf ',lips could be used to adjupt the height of the
paint shelves. The paper floats under a bench onteining the paint
shelves.
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Drawing 2 is a means of dividing space by banners and paper divisions,

like roller shades that can be pulled down or pushed up and transparent

"things" that develop line as a means of defining space and yet allow

light to come through: Shower curtains and old flags are items that can

be used. This suggests that light detinos space so that if youhave an

individual light for d group, say a reading area, that begins to define one

space as separated from another. It suggests a floor surface change, like

a small area rug will begin to define a space. It suggests that perhaps old

furnishings, as well as new things, might be incorporated irgo the class-

room situation so that a balance is developed rather than maintaining an

absoluoly new environment throughout the learning space. The fur-

nishings then have a strong relationship with more domestic situations.

Space can be defined quita literally and also by a change of surface. By

going from hard to soft floor surface, an edge is formed which is a very

minimal kind of space defintion. The banner and light fixture define a

reading area in the drawing: Old, comfortable furniture, with its nonin-

stitutional image, can be used too.

Solutions
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Wall surfaces can serve many purposes. They can double as display areas

for student production or teacher directions. They can serve as writing

surfaces (a chalkboard wall), as a mirror (possibly two-way) to provide an

observation area adjacent to the classroom. Walls which are also display

areas could simultaneously funclion as a sound barrier, depending of

course on the material used.

DRAWING 3
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The concept of making multiple use of wall space extends beyond the
classroom as well. Hallways are wallwaysoften the largest expanse of
clear wall space within a school. These areas or surfaces lend themselves
to display, but could also serve to provide directionality (visual or tactile
cues) for both emergency and normal movement, and to provide contact
with the exterior through the use of windows.

Drawing 3 illustrates a kind of fundamentel principle that generates a lot
of innovative ideas in classrooms. This is the use of surface and the con-
tinuity of surface. It is.the idea that a wall ought to be utilitarian or func-
tionalserve an educational purposein that there is no need for walls that
are not used. Walls should have some kind of continuity horn edge to
edge and joint to joint. A whole wall, instead of having a chalkboard
floating in the middle of it, would become the chalkboard itself or would
become a tackboard in its own right so that the whole surface becomes
usable. And the scale problem of smaller children and large adults using
the surface wouldn't be a problem.. The idea could be extended to in-
clude floor surfaces. Slate surfaces, for example, could be used on the
floor as chalkboards. The drawing shows the chalkboard extending from
wall to wall, from floor to ceiling, and being extended illusorily by a mirror
situation. Behind that mirror might be an observation booth and the effect
of the booth would not be quite so obvious.
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Drawing 4 relates to the idea of usable wall space extending out of the
classroombringing educational experiences out into the corridor.

This is something that children can investigate. In some fashion they

will be able to interrelate with some of the concepts they are learning in

the classroom situation. But basically this is a corridor that is sort of a

street and there are events that take place here. It can be thought of as an

educational market place. This is an "intense" location. It is a place

where you arrive at goals. The corridor becomes more than just a space

for circulation.

Drawing 5 is a corridor junction. It suggests that you identify one specific

part of a corridor with another, and that begins to give you orienteon in

the building and planning of a complex circulation system. The circula-

tion system should provide a reference wherever you are in that system

. . .as to where you are going . . where you have been . . . where things

are. This allows some kind of interaction between the educational mate-

rial and the physical dimensions. The relationship between physical

dimensions and the environment ought to be established whenever and

wherever possible so that surfaces can be used for sitting, for leaning, or

anything. There ought to be a "sense of place" in several areas of a school

in regard to such locations.
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MAKING SPACE

Often, during the school day, everyone involved in the teaching-learning

processes from teacher to specialists to students has the need for privacy.

The teacher may have a need to withdraw from the class and pupils and

vice versa. A teacher's space, with an adequate view of the class, yet with

some degree of privacy, can contribute to more efficient teacher per-

formance. Offices or other specialized facilities must be provided for the

many support personnel who are involved in the education of exception-

al children. Counselors who evaluate children's work skills, identify,

counsel, and place children on jobs, require private space. Acoustically

treated spaces with sufficient storage and access to electrical power are

required for speech therapists. Large spaces must be provided for physical

therapy. Stations for teacher aides should be located at strategic points in

the building to permit quick accessibility to all areas where their ser-

vices may be needed.

76
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Additional small spaces have to be provided for resource and itinerant
teachers who meet on a tutoring or small group basis with children in
regular or special classes. While these teachers may be assigned to single
schools, they also may be required to travel from school to school,
thus requiring specific storage areas for both instructional materials and
personal possessions.

The involvement of a large number of staff is in itself demanding on a
school facility. Adequate space for movement by the staff and children
must be provided in corridors, on stairs, and throughout the building.
Provision for the movement of vehicles at arrival and departure hours as
well as sufficient parking space for staff and visitors is required. A recep-
tion and waiting area for children and parents must be carefully planned
so that it is comfortable, non-threatening, inviting, and in some portion,
child-scaled.

Drawing 6 is an architectural suggestion of space that could be used
for the discharge of energy. This could be used by children who are hy-
peractive as well as for planned physical activities. If a student needs to
relieve energy this room could provide a soft floor surface area. It would
probably have a large space with devices in it that suggest actionthe
swing in this case. The space could have some kind of padding on the
floor. A student could run up the wall. The steps are fairly large so that
motor skills could be practiced. The swing could be used to work off ex-
cess energy as well. A punching bag could be put in there too. An al-
ternative to the padded floor could be the use of inner tubes.

To make this space maximally effective, the swing, punching bag, or
other hanging devices could be located in such a way as to allow room
for other activities. Additionally, these devices could be mounted in a
way to permit their removal from obstructing other activities. Other space,
whether for calming down, resting, individual study, or motor activities,
could be created within a classroom by manipulating furniture or by
using equipment such as that shown in Drawing Z
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Many exceptional children will have a need to displace excess energy.

This must be done without disturbing other children, the teaching process,

or the teacher. Small rooms or "quiet areas" adjacent to a central work

area is a suggested answer to this need. There must also be control for

excessive yelling and screaming by children. An architectural solution

to this problem would include rooms that mask or "dampen" noise, or the

provision of withdrawal or isolation areas which allow behavior to be dis-

charged.

DRAWING 7
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Most authorities in special education Would agree that exceptional chil-
dren need frequent individual instruction. Consequently, group class-
room space must be convertible to individual spLceeither through
carrels, adjacent rooms, or other subdivided areas. Another alternative
was mentioned earlier regarding the use of the ceiling from which to hang
material. (See Drawing 2.)

The inflatable "tubular worm" shown in Drawing 7 is an example of equip-
ment that can be used to divide space for many educationalactivities. The
"worm" also has recreational potential for free and controlled play. It
was used for therapeutic purposes in Europe to encourage handicapped
children to use their legs. An additional advantage of this kind of equip-
ment is that it is collapsable for easy storage. It also represents a .contrast

a soft kind of environment as opposed to the usual hard architectural
environment.

Drawing a is an example of an expanding-contracting area concept for an
individual space of some kind. This is the idea of a tent. It will provide a
collapsable, storable unit. One idea would be to have a transparent
roof or no roof at all to permit illumination. All the suifaces could then
be semi-transparent or transparent, with lines that could define the
space. In this way, control could still be maintained and yet permit a sense
of enclosure. Porous materials could allow circulation of air. This approach
gives an illusionary sense of privacy rather than total privacy, so that the
teacher can maintain control in the classroom.
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Another consideration regarding changeability refers to a need by chil-

dren for "sameness" or continuitya need for having a routine. This

suggests consistently allocating certain spaceq in schools for certain

functions. A reception area outside the learning space may serve to reas-

sure the child that he is in the right place and knows what to expect when

A
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he enters the classroom area. Furthermore, a corner of the room may be
designated as a mathematics study area during a portion of the day, but
could serve other funct:ons with a change of lighting, wall location, and
color. It is important though that each change occur the same way and at
the same time. Change, too, has a routine.

Drawings 9 and 10 again refer to the "expanding and contracting" con-
cept that can be used to create individual work stations or ;7.?all group

study areas. Drawing 9 shows a handicapped child working at a chalk-
board and then in Drawing 10, it swings open into an individual cubicle.

The chalAboard light could also become the individual work light. This
is a sort of system that flaps and folds and flops. This could be of wood
construction with a particle board face painted with chalkboard paint. Or
it could be a regular chalkboard. It could have a bulletin board on the
rear face for individual display. Because it could be a personal storage unit
as well, it can be more accurately labeled as a "child's office" rather than
a cubicle. (Note that the chalkboard projects away from the wall to allow
easy accessibility for the child in a wheelchair.)
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Drawing 11 illustrates a kind of relationship that might develop between

the corridor and the inside of a classroom. Visualsymbols, such as the

room number, pictures of the teacher and the students, and visual access,

clearly give a sense of location to the student. The ability to look into a

classroom before entering might be beneficial to a handicapped child

who has clearance problems with the doorway. These .':.atures could pro-

vide locality and identity to specific classroomsexpressing the con-

tent (what is happening within the classroom) and relating the classroom

to the corridor.

Other areas where there may be a special need for familiarity are the en-

tranceways to the building. Drawing 12 illustrates a main entrance area.

The use of an extra wide or "cinemascopic" view can provide an im-

mediate relationship between interior and exterior. A stationary kiosk,

providing a physical reference point for the beginning of the day's activi-

ties, can also serve to display information. Additionally, through the use

of decoration which might include "supergraphic" design, tactual

tracks, or light, the entrance area can begin to define circulation patterns

throughout the building.
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MAKING MORE SPACESSTORAGE
Storage space is always in demand. A basic problem is lack of storage

space for classroom, art, and audiovisual materials. But a more funda-

84 90
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mental problem is what contribution this storage space car make to the

educational program. Does it permit better teacher preparation to be the

practice rather than the exception?

The use of a storage unit that complements a part of the educational

program is shown in Drawing 13. In this case the storage space also serves

to create a semi-private area. The possibility for the multi-use of any learn-

ing space is enhanced by easy accessibility to electricity. As shown here,

a retractible device extended from the ceiling contains an extension

cord. Use of a series of these devices could remove a potential hazard

from within the classroom.

&awing 14 illustrates a very flexible storage system. The concept upon

which it is based is that too often the size and shape of a storage unit do

not match the specifications of the items, materials, and equipmert that

need storage. The ability to adjust space allows greater use ofmaterials

by permitting easy access Large or bulky items which are frequently

used do not have to be stored in out-of-the-way locations.
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Storage space must permit the teacher to store all needed items and

yet have immediate access to them as they are needed by individual

children. As children grow, they too should have access to the storage

units. Other factors relating to the design of storage space include pro-

vision of centrally located space for infrequently used materials and equip-

ment, space for large toys and equipment used frequently by the children,

and space for storage of personal items belonging to the teacher and the chil-

dren. Many movable storage units are now being designed in order to serve as

space dividers to permit the modification of spaces.

k
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EQUIPMENT
Various types of electrical equipment relating to instruction, media, and
research are among those thintis demanding spaceeither space to be
stored or space to be used. Their use or projected use within a class-
room has bearing on the design and planning process.

Specialized electronic apparatus is used for the instruction of exception-
al children. These include machines that enable visually handicapped

In terms of work stations, Drawings 15 and 16 illustrate an example of
a portable art station. By a set of unfolding flaps and drops, it could
have potential for expanding and absorbing more space when it is
needed This can hold true for any number of classroom areasbe it
a mobile library or mobile music instrument stand It could be pulled into
the room and begin to unfold
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Again, this idea is brought out in Drawing 17. This is a personal stor-

age wagon that folds out like a tackle box and could display all of the

kinds of personal items a student might need in a classroom situation.

It could be stored in the corridor, or in the classroom.
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children to listen to compressed speech; mechanisms which systematical-
ly dispense rewards to children participating in behavior modification pro-
grams; home-school telephones which enable homebound children
to communicate with the teacher and the class; electrical devices which
enable children with speech and hearing handicaps to monitor their
speech; and sophisticated amplification and transmission equipment
which assists hearing handicapped children to communicate with their
teacher and with each other.

For the present, tape recorders, videotape machines, and closed circuit
television all require electrical outlets, which in turn require cords. Be-
cause many handicapped children have mobility problems, the hazard
of tangles of electrical cords must be avoided. Other surfaces, such as
floors and ceilings, should be considered for the placement of outlets.
(See Drawing 13.) Sufficient electrical cable should be locrted through-
out the building. The expensive nature of this equipment will require that
it be shared among many classes.

OBSERVATION
To gain a fuller understanding of a child's behavior and functioning, par-
ents, teachers, and a variety of professional personnel may have a need
for observation areas. The availability of these areas keeps interruption and
subsequent artificial behavior at a minimum. Such systems may utilize
closed circuit television or a small anteroom with one-way glass located
immediately adjacent to the c,lassroom area. In the latter situation it is es-
sential that sound equipment be provided to enable the observer to
hear what is occurring in the classroom. Observation systems may also
be profitably used for research and for the pre7and inservice training of
teachers.

The use of a child's classroom as an observation area provides a realistic
setting so that the activities and behavior which are seen are authentic.
Areas of observation could emerge from within the classroom itself. These
areas could also be used at other times as study cubicles. Observation spaces
could also be constructed by utilizing the classroom wall that is adjacent to the

90
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corridor. The solution offered in Drawing 18 provides for the elimination of
corridor traffic as a distraction.

SAFETY
Careful attention must be directed 0 prOviding as danger free an environ-
ment as possible. This concept i r...4 course, true for all children but
often requires special planning, cioipment, and modification for handi-
capped children. There are a wiAe variety of modifications which can be
made within the building o assist the children in functioning with as
much mobility and safety as possible.

The use of safety glass for doors and low windows, and the elimination
of sharp corners, surfaces, and projections may prevent serious injury to
children who suffer from balance, coordination, or visual difficulties.
Provision to insure escape from a building under emergency conditions
must also receive careful attention. This involves easily operated emer-
gency or exit doors, corridors free of barriers (improperly stored equip-
ment), and warning signals that are meaningful to all handicapped chil-
dren. Fire alarms, for example, must be equipped with audio signals for
the blind and visual signals for the deaf. Appropriate auditory, visual,
and tactile cues could direct handicapped children into appropriate path-
ways. This is important where large numbers of people are involved
particularly under emergency conditions when handicapped children,
who often are unable to move with speed, must be moved rapidly out of
the building.

Other safety considerations include treating the floors in potentially
wet areas to prevent slipping, proi/iding hardware that is easily manipu-
lated by the children, and having arrangements and markings to prevent
accidents in vehicular areas. Attention must also be given to the design of
doors that provide viewing areas to prevent sudden opening into cor-
ridors and communication systems that allow rapid contact between
areas in the event of seizures or accidents.
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Drawing 18 is one example of an observation space. The notion here is to
get the observer up above the level of the class. Depending upon the de-
sign, the unit can have several functions. It could provide storage
space and, as in this design, it could contain a chalkboard. Then the ob-
server can have a fairly clear view of the entire classroom area. This sur-
face is usually lost to a one-way mirror. It could be located between the
corridor and the classroom or between two classrooms. To minimize in-
terruptions in observation rooms, a signal lamp could be located above
the door to indicate that the room is in use.
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Drawing 19 shows one way of creating a "path" within a school corridor.
In the event of an emergency all striped floor surface areas lead to the out-
side. The diagonal stripe4 or any type of design variation, could also be
created to form a special tactile surface for blind children.

10 1
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BARRIERS
Steps, curbs, narrow walkways, doors that are narrow or hard to open,
toilet stalls that are too small, drinking fountains and light switches that
are too high, and lack of accommodations for wheelchairs are but a few
of the prevalent architectural barriers found in schools.

Concern for the prevention of barriers has inspired some thoughtful de-
sign in educational facilities for exceptional children. In schools where
children use braces, crutches, or wheelchairs or have problems with co-
ordination, modifications should begin at the entrance to the building
where ramps are provided, curbs are eliminated, and special raised plat-
forms allow for bus loading and unloading. Other modifications include:
hardware on sinks and cabinets that can be used by all handicapped
children; vertically adjustable chalkboards approximately 18-24 inches
away from the wall to permit use by children in wheelchairs; and furniture
that can be vertically or horizontally adjusted to meet the needs of chil-
dren with a variety of handicaps.

Care must be given to insure that the elimination of barriers does not
create an environment that is altogether radically different from
what children will find in the home and community. As a student moves
from elementary and secondary school, his environment should progress
with his developmentin other words, become less specialized. A school
environment should, above all else, prepare students for independence;
enabling them to make progressively more difficult decisions, to accept
more responsibility for their own care.

TOILETS
Toilet training is often a potential problem with many exceptional chil-
dren. Therefore, the modification of toilet rooms has been frequently con-
sidered. Toilets and bathrooms must also meet the criteria of develop-
mental progression. They should be adjustable in height and complexi-
ty of operation. Furthermore, there should be varying types of toilets to

promote further progressive development.
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THE EXTERIOR ENVIRONMENT
The physical environment outside of the area taken up by the school

and its surrounding playfields and parking lots may &so prove to be a

learning resource for the children. All children have a need to experience

aesthetic pleasure both tat:Wally and visually. An outdoor garden with

statuary and artistic objects may influence the development of aesthetic

appreciation. In addition, windows which can be considered as exten-

tions of indoor and outdoor environments can be designed to promot

the aesthetic experience.

Drawing 20 is basically a mini-greenhouse. Projected beyond the ex-

terior wag it allows natural light to enter and permits visual access to the

work/ outside of the classroom.
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The effectiveness of the teaching-learning process is determined to a

degree by the effectiveness of the physical environment. The physical

structure must be responsive to the changing needs of the children and

teacher as they learn. It must also provide for physical comfort and be

satisfying as well.
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Drawing 21 relates to the concep7 of giving handicapped children access

to places they wouldn't normally be able to go. An example would be

the tree house shown here. Whereas other children are able to climb to

a tree house, some handicapped children are n9t. It could be developed

through some kind of extension of a school buildingan extension of

an elevation such as a balcony or porch. It could come out of an existing

building into a tree. This relates to a whole set of notions that could be

developed in the landscape, or in a recreational space associated with

the school One way of creating this space wouldbe to manipulate the

ground plane.
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SELECTED RESEARCH:

EFFECTS OF

ENVIRONMENTAL

MANIPULATION

CLIFFORD DREW is Assistant

Professor, University of Utah,

Salt Lake City. This section is ex-

cerpted from a longer article

by Dr. Drew which will appear

in the December, 1971 (Vol-

ume 41, Number 5) issue of the

Review of Educational Re-

search,

,.

Although little research has been conducted to measure the effects of the

physical environment on man, it is clear that such a relationship does exist.

As an example, the phrase, "a romantic setting" automatically Lreates a

clear image of what the environment is like in terms of furniture and light-

ing. Research that has been conducted focuses on two major areas: the

physicai effects of environment, and equally important, the psychological ef-

fects. The purpose of this section is to briefly explore some of the research

available about both areas and to offer several methodological guides for

assessing the effects of the physical environment on the education of handi-

capped children.

PHYSICAL EFFECTS

Change of environment and its subsequent effects on man are relatively

easy to deal with. Man has, for some time, been aware that he could manip-

ulate his physical environment to achieve physical results. It has further

been known that the physical effects of alteration: were not difficult tt, con-

ceptualize; could be achieved in many cases by applying force; and provided

immediate visible and physiological results or rewards.

Because of the diversity of sources from which the following information is

drawn, an exhaustive review is beyond the scope of this work. Only a few of

the studies will be discussed here. The classification of some research in

this area as physical rather than psychological is arbitrary. The sorting

process is somewhat artificial. Some work appears to fit both categories
not surprising if physical behavior is psychologically motivated. This should

not cause great concern since an integration of these bodies of informa-

tion promises more potential for environmental change thdn presently

exists.

Movement or locomotion in space is an area that has received perhaps

more attention than any other aspect of physical behavior. Movement, as

represented in this context, has been defined by Gibson (1958) as body mo-

tion that causes movement in the field of vision. Locomotion has further

been viewed as being of two different types, distinguished on the basis of

purpose. Bethtel (1967a) notes that exploratory locomotion generally pre-
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dominates in areas where an individual is discovering or searching. Mu-
seums, art galleries, and other such spaces would seem to gene-ate a rela-

tively high frequency of exploratory locomotion. Habitual locomotion, on the

other hand, is most cften found in a frequently visited place such as an office

or a home.

In a study of exploratory locomotion, Srivastava and Peel (1968) investigated
the effects of color stimulation. They varied the color of a contrived art gal-

lery and found that naive subjects in a dark brown room took more foot-
steps at a faster pace than subjects who were placed in a light beige room.

Subjects in the brown gallery also covered nearly twice as much area in a

less dense movement pattern and spent less time in the room than those in

the beige gallery. The investigators reported a second experiment in which
the subjects were aware that they were in an experiment. In this work the
true nature of the investigation was camouflaged with information that an-
other factor was under study. No differences in movement were obtained

as a function of color. Results further indicated the color did not influence
estimate of room size and that estimates did not relate to movement pat-

terns.

Bechtel (1967b), in another study of exploratory locomotion, investigated

the relation of movement patterns to stated preferences for art pieces.

Movement within an experimental art gallery correlated significantly with
preferred prints. Results of this investigation also indicated that knowledge

of experiment suppressed subject movement which is in agreement with
the findings of Srivastava and Peel (1968). In analyzing by sex, Bechtel noted

that males tend to move more and cover more area, but have a slower pace

because of additional pauses.

Proctor (1966) reported an investigation that focused on what can be con..

sidered an habitual environment. Frequency of subject interaction was re-
corded in three different nursing station designs within a mental hospital

context. The designs differed in that contact and/or interaction occurred:

(a) through a door; (b) via a glass-enclosed counter; and (c) through an

open counter. Although substantially more patients entered the nursing
station with the door, interactions occurred less frequently (an average
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of one interaction per 15 minute observation) than either of the other two
designs (average interactions per 15 minute observation-5.3 for the glass
enclosed design, and 8.7 for the open counter). Proctor noted that the open
counter design seemed to encourage social conversation while the door de-
sign resulted in item requests and permission interactions.

Srivastava and Good (1968) studied patterns of group interaction in a psy-
chiatric treatment context. Three architecturally different environments
were observed systematically over a 5 week period. These investigators
obtained support for their two general hypotheses which related to the
overall concept that design does influence behavior:

Group interaction will not be significantly different in architecturally sim-
ilar ward environments;
Group interaction will be significantly different in architecturally differ-
ent ward environments.

In addition to these hypotheses, Srivastava and Good focused on identifica-
tion of some of the relationships between group interaction and specific
environmental variables. Their results seem to indicate that public-private
and active-passive space concepts are powerful variables in influencing
group change. The data suggest that group interaction is rather static in
private or passive spaces. In public or active spaces, however, interaction
groups tend to change composition more often. Relativrj to the formation of
interaction groups, Srivnstava and Good's data suggest that this tends to
occur near windows which visually connect the ward to the outside and also
around low partitions 3 to 4 feet high. The authors note, however, that this
latter grouping might also be influenced by seating arrangement.

Unplanned group interaction accounted for 97 percent of all group activity
observed by Srivastava and Good. Small groups occurred most frequently
in these unplanned interactions (55 to 76 percent); medium sized groups
were second in frequency (22 to 37 percent); and large groups third
(2 to 9 percent). The authors conclude that ward design complexity appears
positively related to medium size group interaction.
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Such physical differentiation of spaces seemed to influence the distribution
of various group activities. Group interaction appeared to be more widely
distributed under conditions of more obvious physical differentiation.

In a study with severely retarded children, Tizard (1968a) investigated the
effects of stimuluF variation and subject familiarity with the environment on
the amount of locomotion. Pre-experimental observation indicated that two

groups of subjects, clinically identified as average- and overly active, were
significantly differentiated in amount of locomotion (Tizard, 1968b).
Placement in a strange (exploratory) environment, however, reduced these

differences to the chance level (Tizard, 1968a). Support was not obtained
for the prediction that the overactive children wodd take longer to habitu-
ate to the experimental environment than the control children. Tizard

notes, however, that nonsignificant trends in her data suggest that dura-

tion of the experiment (four sessions of 5 minutes) was not adequate to per-
mit differences in rates of habituation to appear. The author further sup-

ports this possibility with a description of clibject behavior where the over-
active children were initially quieted by the new environment, but began to

move more as the experiment progressed. The control group, on the other
hand, tended to be more active initially and less active later.

"Toys-present" and "toys-absent" conditions were used to implement two

levels of environmental stimulation. Both subject groups exhibited a signif-
icant reduction in exploratory locomotion under the toys-present as com-
pared to the low stimulus condition. No difference, however, was noted as a

function of subject classification. Tizard states that this investigation did not

specifically study the theory that a low-stimulus environment subdues over-
active children. Support for this hypothesis is not evident.

Research on behavior other than movement has been more sporadic.
Black (1950) investigated the effects of room size and acoustic qualities on

verbal behavior. Speaker rate and intensity were measured. Results indi-

cated that both intensity and rate of vocalization were influenced by the; ex-

perimental rooms. Subjects read more rapidly in small rooms than large

rooms. Within the large rooms, subjects read at a more rapid rate in
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acoustically "dead" rooms than "live" rooms. The acoustically "dead" rooms
seemed also to generate a greater intensity in reading.

Color, as an aspect of the physical and psychological environment, has long
been a factor influenced only by intuition. (Srivastava & Peel, 1968). Litera-
ture on the physical effects of color seems most often couched in physio-
logical perception theory. Behavioral aspects of color relevant to this pa-
per have, however, been studied to some degree. Birren (1965) cites
evidence that indicates human reactions to be 12 percent faster than aver-
age under red lighting conditions. Green lights, on the other hand, seemed
to generate reactions that were slower than normal. Colored lighting also
seems to influence judgments of time, length, and weight. Goldstein (1942)
observed that under red lighting these judgments tended to be overesti-
mated while a green or blue light seemed to generate underestimates on
these factom Harmon's (1944) observations suggest that human responses
to mental and visual tasks are facilitated by soft, deep colors in the en-
vironment.

Experimental modification of the physical environment has been extensively
discussed as a powerful tool for facilitating institutional improvement (Cle-
land & Swartz, 1969). Kimbrell, Kidwell, and Hallum (1967) report substan-
tial success in improving neuromuscular coordination, toileting, and feed-
ing behaviors of severely and profoundly retarded girls through environ-
mental adaptation. Modifications of playground and ward apparatus were
specifically made to circumvent utility barriers with this population. Griffin,
Mauritzen, and Kasmar (1969), in discussing psychiatric institutions, sug-
gest that implementing changes of even a less drastic nature than those of
Kimbrell (1967) may improve the therapeutic value of the environment.
He suggests that furniture arrangements frequently may reflect conven-
ience in housekeeping with little concern for social behavior (one of the pri-
mary aspects of diagnosis).

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
This section explores some of the literature pertaining to the psycholog-
ical influences of the physical environment on man. Some of the material
reviewed in the previous "physical effects" section could perhaps be ap-
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propriately discussed here. In these cases, as Parr (1964) suggeits, psy-

chological interests are often secondary to other primary concerns.

Tizard (1968b) reported that nonlocomotive activities of overactive and con-

trol retarded children were similarly frequent in the experimental en-
vironment. Self-stimulative behaviors such as rocking, head banging, and

thumbsucking were second in frequency below locomotion under the stim-

ulus-absent condition. In the stimulus-present environment, however, these

behaviors accounted for a very low percentage of total activity (fifth out of
five categories for overactive subjects and fourth for controls). A larger
subject sample would have possibly shown this decrease to be statistically

significant.

In an investigation with high school students, Karmel (1965) studied subjects

being taught in classrooms with and without windows. Students attending

the windowless classrooms drew school3 with significantly more windows

than students in schools having windows. In further analyzing the drawings

he concluded that more unhappy childrer were in the group experiencing

the windowless classroom environment.

The short term experimental results reported by Myers, Johnson, and

Smith (1968) do not support Karmel's findings. The subject's exhibited no

"unusual affective states" during a 7 day confinement in small, windowless

cubicles.when other sensory stimuli were not removed. Measures of hap-

piness, fear, anger, depression, and arousal were taken.

In one experimental study, Kasmar, Griffin, and Mauritzen (1968) varied

the visual aesthetics of a psychiatric environment. Subjects' mood, percep-

tions of a psychiatrist, and perceptions of the room were measured in a

"beautiful" and an "ugly" room. Differences were not obtained in subject

mood or ratings of the psychiatrist as a function of the two environments.

Patients did, however, rate the environments differently.

Along a similar line, Mintz (1956) studied examiner performance as a func-

tion of prolonged testing in "beautiful" and "ugly" rooms. Results indicated
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that subject examiners working in the ugly environment usually completed

their testing in a shorter period of time than those in the beautiful environ-

ment. Concomitant to the less desirable physical surroundings were exam-

iner reactions of room avoidance, fatigue, discomfort, monotony, and ir-
ritability. Subjects testing in the contrasting environment, on the other

hand, expressed feelings of enjoyment, pleasure, comfort, and energy. Sub-

ject ratings of photographs also were significantly more positive in the beau-

tiful as compared to the ugly rooms. The author notes that these differ-
ences persisted over a 3 week period, suggesting that the results were not

an artifact of adaption to the environment.

Sommer and Ross (1958) and Sommer and Gilliland (1961) studied the be-

havioral influences of spatial arrangements. Sommer and Ross identified

subjects on a geriatric ward who were behaviorally apathetic despite a

"cheerful and bright" environment. By experimental arrangement of
furniture to encourage interaction, these researchers were able to

double the frequency of patient conversations. Sommer and Gilliland
(1961) further support the influence of spatial arrangement in a study with

mental patients. Their findings indicate that patients who tend to loiter in

spaces that discourage interaction, as described by Osmond (1957), are
primarily friendless. Those subjnts who spend more time in spaces that

encourage interaction have more friends.

As with any area of research which has yet to develop a repertoire of so-

phisticated methodology, much of the research reviewed here is fraught

with weakness. It should be noted that the relationship between independent

and dependent variables in environmental studies may well be interacting

with unmeasured personality characteristics.

Several different sources of data contamination are evident. Results ob-

tained by Srivastavd and Peel (1968) and Bechtel (1967b) indicate that sub-

ject awareness of the research is a highly influential variable. This

highlights the need for experiments using "unobtrusive measures" to avoid

data confounding (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966).

As noted above, the study of Srivastava and Peel (1968) resulted in a conclu-
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sion that environmental color influenced the behavior of naive subjects
but not that of subjects aware that an investigation was under way. This
effect may not have been altogether due to subject experimental naivete.
The naive subjects entered the experimental environment in groups while
the others did so singly. This factor could have substantially influenced any
or all of the locomotion measures. The two groups were thus systematically
different in another dimension which might have, at least partially, pro-
duced the differences observed.

Srivastava and Good (1968) observed group interaction-in a psychiatric
residential environment. Although very meaningful, their observations
could reflect established living patterns as much as design factors. Support
for the plausibility of such a hypothesis is suggested by the findings of Smith,
Downer, Lynch, and Winter (1969). This highlights an important potential
data contaminator in environmental research. To be able to speak with
certainty in terms of the influence of physical design, one must in some way
partial out effects contributed by idiosynoratic living patterns. This would
seem best done over a series of experimental sessions with different sub-
jects. In this way, relatively consistent locomotion patterns might be assumed
a function of the environmental design while between-group differences
should account for error variance as a function of individual group
eccentricities.

These are but a few examples of the methodological difficulties facing the
physical environmental researcher. Should one aspirito a strict causality
interpretation, direct implications may be tairted by learning. Evidence
exists which hints strongly that many reacticcv to physical factors in the
milieu may be learned. Carrier (1962), for example, reports data that
highlight language as being influential in judgments made by hearing and
deaf children about environmental variables. His results indicate that chil-
dren with more language experience (older deaf and hearing children)
made fewer correct judgments concerning color-weight dimensions than
those with less experience (younger deaf children).

Despite the plausibility of environmental learning, it is reasonable to sus-
pect that a person's knowledge about his surroundings will produce a range
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of reactive tendencies from which prediction is possible. Based on this sup-

position, tentative implications may be drawn from even the limited re-
search reviewed in this paper.

IMPLICATIONS
.In terms uf the two types of movement or locomotion described by Bechtel

(1967a), exploratory movement has received greater attention than habit-
ual. As he notes, this is probably a function of the less complex research

logistics involved in studying exploratory movement. Bechtel emphasizes the

need for more research on habitual locomotion since it accounts for the
greater proportion of movement in the environment.

Using the need for varying types of movement-oriented behavior in edu-

cation as a point of departure, the research seems to suggest several ways

in which the physical environment can be manipulated to serve as a facili-
tator. Although the full range of parameters remain unexplored, color

does seem influential in generating movement. If Srivastavn and

Peel's (1968) work is substantiated by further study, it could be that lighter

colors foster greater and faster movement than darker colors.

Lightness or darkness of color may very well be an important envit on-

mental variable in school staff work and lounge areas. If the lounge is to be

an active space perhaps a lighter color would facilitate such an objective.
On the other hand, perhaps the lounge is to be an area for the reduction of
activity and relaxation. In light of this objective a darker color may

serve better. Aiso relevant to the environment of such a space are the
findings in relation to differences in color such as red, blue, or green. The

research reviewed in this paper seems to suggest that greens and blues

tend to generate less pronounced responses than reds (Birren, 1965;
Goldstein, 1942; Harmon, 1944).

Both the light-dark and hue dimensions of color may be found to be effective

in space division. Activities in different areas within a classroom might be

facilitated with different coloration depending on the educational program.

Space in which more active instruction (and learning responses) are con-

ducted could perhaps be more workable if colored in light reds. Areas
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where more passive participation is desired may function.better if colored
in dark blues or greens. These aspects of color would seem equally rele-
vant to play and recreation space.

It seems evident from Tizard's (1968b) work that the degree of environ-
mental stimulation and its effects on "overactive" children needs consider-
ably more research. Perhaps intuition has led us to believe that reduced
stimuli would have a differential eiiect on such children when compared
with others not exhibiting this behavior pattern. Tizard's results do indi-
cate a substantial reduction in movement, but similarly for both groups.
This would seem to suggest that stimui; can effectively be used to influence
movement for different types of students. From this work, however,
one might not suggest degree of stimulation as a special environmental
therapy for overly active children.

Spatial arrangement and its influence on interaction has received consid-
erable attention in the literature. Proctor's (1 966) investigation offers def-
inite guidelines for design of a monitoring station which may also serve
as a place of transaction. If interpersonal interaction in such a place is
desirable me evidence overwhelmingly favors an open counter design.
On the other hand, if the area is merely for transactions and the desire is
to minimize interaction, a rather closed design with a door-like en-
trance is preferable.

Manipulation of group composition and stability seems to be an intriguing
possibility suggested by the findings of Srivastava and Good (1968). From
their results it would seem that the educator-planner desiring a wme-
what static group composition for interaction will include spaces that are
rather private or passive in usage. The opposite effect seems to be gener-
ated by active, public spaces. Interaction occuring in these spaces tends
to be a mobile phenomenon with group composition rthanging fiequently.
This may be useful both instructionally and for administrative purposes. If,

for example, an administrator wished to design staff space to maximize 3
total "team" effort he might choose to maximize active-public space in the
lounge area. His philosophy may, however, dictate a more fractionated whole
with components being comprised of rather static smaller groups. In this case
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his choice would most likely indicate a greater proportion of passive, private

areas. This may be accomplished in several ways, one being physical dif-
ferentiation. Furniture arrangements may be used effectively to manipulate
space usage.

Although furniture arrangements are often ex post facto in terms of
facility design they may be a relevant concern in the ongoing environmen-
tal manipulation. The extensive work of Sommer and his associates has in-
dicated that this is an effective means of creating spatial organization which
influences interaction. One direct instructional implication may be

drawn in relation to the educator's affinity for arranging entire classes in

a large circle for discussion. In most cases such an arrangement places 10

to 15 feet between any two opposing students. Research reviewed here
indicates that when more than 5 feet exists between chairs in the
opposing arrangement such seats are not preferred. This would seem to
reduce substantially the effective communication facilitated by our "discus-
sion circle." Students close to the 5 foot distance more closely approximate

a side by side arrangement. Sommer's (1959) research seems to suggest
that, since alongside seating is less proc... _five of interaction than oppos-
ing, the discussion circle may be somewhat of an tsnfortunate arrangement for

its intent.

The research reviewed in this section on the environmental factors of com-
plexity and symmetry may have important practical implications. Translated
into the instructionai space in a school, it seems that for most students and
staff, spatial and design configurations that are simple and symmetrical are
prefIrrable. If, however, one were working with highly creative students

a more complex-asymmetrical environment might be more productive.
Since such an opposite environment on these dimensions is indicated for
creative students as opposed to those average or below in this ability, the
educator cannot design either on a permanent basis. This seems to suggest

that the educator is going to have to work on an ex post facto basis. Changes

in space and design configuration could perhaps achieve appropriate shifts
in symmetry and compexity by utilizing temporary barriers, furniture ar-
rangements, and temporary coloration.
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Research on the affective domain teas something to say concerning the gen-
eral aesthetics of a room. In the studies reviewed here the ugly-beautiful
continuum did seem to have an influence on subject's feelings about the room.
It should be pointed out, however, that only in the extremes of the continuum
did significant differences appear. Also, measures of productivity were not
taken. For the general aesthetic environment in a school, it seems doubtful
that sufficient variation on the ugly-beautiful dimension will occur to gener-
ate much affective variation.

Research reviewed on the thermal and crowding aspects of the environ-
ment is also of perhaps limited inferential value to education. Unless the
thermal conditions and ciowding reach an extreme, there seems to be

little influence.

Implications drawn from this research have been limited. In some cases the
relevance (or lack of it) was sufficiently evident so that further implications
were not viewed as being warranted. The generation of implications from
research is a risky undertaking but is necessary to promote application,
other interpretation, and further research. Much of what appears in this
section may be classified as speculation but is offered, hopefully, as a stimu-
lation device for further work.
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The issue of evaluative criteria, too often overlooked in research, is an ele-

ment which cannot be ignored and must be built into the initial conceptualiza-

tion of any design for educational facilities. The first task which must be faced

is that of deciding which aspects of learning and social behavior should be

expected to change as a function of a particular environmental design or

modification. Both the educator and the architect should have some hypoth-

eses before embarking upon the classroom design or introducing the en-

vironmental change. However, there is frequent and understandable

tendency to think about possible effects in global terms such as improving

learning or increasing social adjustment.

These concerns must be reduced to more specific and measurable aspects

of classroom behavior and performance if they are to serve as evaluative

criteria in the scientific, experimental sense. Thus, one is forced to choose

some specific aspect or aspects of a more general concern. Exampies might

include the choice of attending behavior as an index of peiformance in a

group of hyperactive children or the use of completion of a series of lessons

in a programed text as performance measures in a group of unmotivated

children.

While these examples might be considered measures of learning partifjpa-

tion in the sense that both should be related to actual knowledge acquisition

actual acquisition of the usual academic skills might be made the criterion.

The latter criterion is more or less traditional in the school setting and has

an inherent appeal to the educator despite some limitations in measure-

ment and specificity.

If social adjustment criteria are to be used, they too must be specified. One

might hypothesize, for example, that controlling temperature and humidity

might lessen instances of physical aggressions in acting out children, or

that space arrangements might positively influence the amount of coopera-

tive contact in withdrawn youngsters. But whatever the choice of evalua-

tive criteria, some specificity must be introduced at this point in order that

adequate measurement as a reliable index of change can occur.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Once the variables to be used as evaluative criteria have been chosen, tech-

niques must be defined for their measurement. A multitude of techniques
may already be available, such as in the measurement of gross academic
skills on the basis of sLandardized tests. On the other hand, the variable of
crucial concern may not have a ready made measure waiting in the wings.

SIMPLE OBSERVATION. What should not be overlooked is the method of
simple observation. Many educationally relevant variables, susceptible to
change by environmental modification, are measurable by this technique.
Such observations can result in an actual count of instances of behavior
which then may be expressed as a ratio of the frequency of the behavior to

the unit of time of observation for purposes of analysis. Both attending be-
havior and aggression can be successfully measured in this way. Certain
performance criteria may be measured as an inherent element, as in the

example cf completion of the frames of a programed lesson.

It goes without saying that the researcher must satisfy himself that the mea-

sures he has crivsen have the necessary attrg.N.krtes of reliability and validity.

Measures with poor reliability are useless as inres of change while mea-

sures of dubious validity may leave one in the position of knowing that some-
thing may have changed but not knowing exactly what.

A word of caution. Too frequently, variables are chosen for research be-

cause there is a readily available technique for their measurement. The
field of psychology has frequently been subject to flurries of research on

certain topics simply because a new technique was developed for their

measurement.

The purpose of a research design is to help answer the question of whether

or not the environmental modification (lid in idct have an effect and to ascer-
tain the degree to which the effect may be generalized to other children,
teachers, and schools. A few appropriate designs are considered here.

THE CLASSICAL CONTROL GROUP DESIGN. This dssign involves the use of

equivalent groups, one which receives treatment and one which does not.
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All other factors which may influence the criteria are constant for both.

The problems with meeting the assumptions of this design, held to assess

the effect of environmental changes, may be insurmountable. It is unlikely

that in the practical situation we can provide equivalent groups of exception-

al children in experimental and control classes let alone assure ourselves

of the equivalence of teachers and instructional methods. We may try to ap-

proach these ideals, but to the extent that we do not succeed, our results,

either positive or negative, may be due to differences in extraneous factors

rather than to the effects of our environmental variables.

THE USE OF QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS. When full control over either

subjects, treatments, or other influencing variables is lacking, other less

controlled designs may be used. These quasi-experimenial designs Can in-

volve the use of only one group and may 'ivolve the use of repeated mea-

sures taken before, during, and after the treatment. A design of this type is

the equivalent time-samples design where the treatment is introduced,
meam 9ment taken, treatment removed, measurement taken, treatment
reintroduced, measurement taken, etc. In circumstances where the en-
vironmental modification could be easily introduced, withdrawn, and then
reintroduced, this design could be used. Of course, the effet of the first in-
troduction should not be a lasting one on the criterion measures employed

or the effects of withdrawal and subsequent reint Auction would be ob-

scured. Details of this design and suggestion for the statistical analysis of the
data may be found in Campbell and Stanley.*

An additional quasi-experimental design which might be considered is the

multiple time-series design. Criterion data are collected in a number of

time periods both before and after the introduction of the environmental

change in both the experimental group and a nonequivalent, but hopefully
similar, control group. If the measures are easily obtained, but the environ-

* Campbell, D.T., & Stanley, J.C. Experimental and quasi-experimental
designs for research on teaching. In VIC. Gage (Ed.), Handbook of research

on teaching. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963.
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mental modification not subject to easy removal and replacement, this design

could substitute for the more rigorous equivalent control group method.
However, even within this design, equivalence in other factors such as in-
structional method between the two groups must be approximated. Again,
details are available in Campbell and Stanley.

CONTINGENCY REVERSAL DESIGN. Fir,ally, one possible design is an adap-
tation of the single subject contingency-reversal design used in research
in operant conditioning. In its original form the design involves: (a) deter-
mining the frequency of the desired behavior in the natural setting; (b) intro-
ducing a reinforcing stimulus following this behavior which is hypothesized
to increase its frequency; (c) determining the frequency of the behavior
under these conditions; (d) changing conditions so that the same reinforcing
stimulus is made contingent upon some response incompatible with the de-
sired behavior; (e) again measuring frequency; (f) reintroducing the condi-
tion wherein the reinforcer is made contingent upon the desired behav-

ior; and (g) remeasuring frequency under this condition.

The logic of this design is that the treatment (contingent reinforcer) pro-
duces the effect since it can be shown to increase and decrease the fre-

quency of the criterion behavior below its natural level. Obviously, the use
of the single case does not permit generalization to other subjects with much
confidence, but generalization may not be at issue.

An analogue of this design for evaluating the effect of environmental modi-
fication is suggested for use in a situation where two environmental modi-
fications, theoretically expected to produce opposite effects, can be intro-
duced one after the other. For example, if one theorized that a certain tem-
perature-humidity range would increase attention whereas another range
would increase motor a 7,tivity (a behavior incompatible with attention), this
design could provide a test of this hypothesis. This method permits one to
reject with considerable certainty the alternative hypothesis that the
changes in attending were due to factors other than the environmental
changes. However, generalization to other children, teachers, and schools
is uncertain. Of course, it may be adequate to demonstrate an effect with
one class before being concerned with problems of generality.
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This discussion is presented as a stimulus to the further examination of a

significant pr blem. Each of the factors stressed herein requires further
thought and exploration. Each could be put to the test of a formal research

project. The issue as a whole is sufficiently important in all dimensions ao

that it should become a major concern of research oriented persons and

agencies.
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